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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation discusses several topics relating to the analysis, design, and strengthening of 
self-supporting and guyed communication towers, some of which are not covered by Canadian 
Standard CSA S37-01 and American Standard ANSI/TIA/EIA-222-G. The effect of sudden guy 
rupture and guy slippage on guyed towers, effect of eccentricity on the tensile strength of bolted 
ring-type splice connections, calculation of prying action on bolted circular splice connections, 
and strengthening of solid round leg members with split pipes were studied. 
Experimental investigation was conducted on small-scale guyed tower test specimens, bolted 
ring-type and circular splice connections, and solid round steel members strengthened with split 
pipes. Finite element analysis models of small-scale guyed towers and solid round test 
specimens were built to simulate the experimental investigation. 
Based on experimental investigation, it was found that the maximum load amplification factors 
due to sudden guy wire rupture with an initial tension of 10% of the guy wire breaking strength 
ranged from 1.45 to 2.21, and those with doubled initial tension decreased to a range of 1.43 to 
1.96. For guy slippage, it was found that those factors ranged from 1.10 to 1.56. The maximum 
load amplification factors are highest when rupture or slippage happened at top level guy wires. 
The finite element models can be used to determine the maximum load amplification factors due 
to sudden guy rupture and guy slippage on tower test specimens. 
On the basis of the research, it was concluded that bolted ring-type splices should be designed 
for combined stresses due to axial tension and bending moment. The equations for prying action 
given in the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction Handbook and American Institute of Steel 
Construction Manual can be used in circular flange connections, with the bolt pitch taken as the 
distance between the centres of bolts measured along the bolt circle. 
It is recommended that split pipes be used along the entire solid round steel member and be 
connected with end welds in addition to U-bolts/tabs. For stocky members, stitch welds are 
preferable since there is a minimal strength increase by using U-bolts/tabs only. The finite 
element models can be used to determine the failure loads of un-strengthened and strengthened 
solid round steel test specimens. 
v 
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Telecommunication and broadcasting systems require antennas to be located at certain heights 
above ground due to the radiation pattern of some antenna types. Those antennas are most 
economically supported on structures known as telecommunication towers. Owing to the recent 
advances in wireless industry due to internet and cell phone use, demand for wireless networks is 
increasing, which subsequently increases the demand for new telecommunication towers or 
strengthening of existing towers. 
This dissertation discusses selected issues relating to the analysis, design, and strengthening of 
communication towers that are commonly faced by tower design engineers but not covered by 
Canadian standard CSA S37-01 "Antennas, Towers, and Antenna-supporting Structures" [CSA 
2001] and American standard ANSI/TIA/EIA-222-G.5 "Structural Standard for Antenna Supporting 
Structures and Antennas" [TIA 2005], as follows: 
1. Load amplification factors for intact guy wires due to sudden guy wire rupture on a guyed 
tower; 
2. Load amplification factors for intact guy wires due to guy wire slippage on a guyed tower; 
3. Effect of eccentricity on the tensile strength of bolted ring-type splice connections; 
4. Calculation of prying action on bolted circular splice connections; and 
5. Strengthening of solid round steel legs and diagonal members with split pipes. 
These topics are significant for the overall safety of both new and existing communication towers. 
Guy wire rupture and guy wire slippage can cause a major failure of tower structural members 
and sometimes re-building a new tower is necessary. When a bolt does not have enough 
required capacity, the bolt often needs to be replaced with a larger size bolt or the connection 
needs to be strengthened. Both require field drilling or welding at high elevation which will be not 
economical. Compared with building a new tower, strengthening of tower members is an option 
that definitely can save time and money for wireless providers. 
The most common telecommunication tower structures are monopoles, self-supporting, and 
guyed lattice towers as shown in Figure 1.1. Of these three structures, the monopole is generally 
the shortest and requires least land area, and guyed tower is the tallest but requires a vast area 
since the guy radius is typically about 75% of the tower height. Since failure of taller structures is 
1 
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(a) A monopole in Calgary, Alberta 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd.) 
**T| 
Figure 1.1. Photographs of Communication Towers 
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(b) A self-supporting tower in Africa 
(courtesy of Mr. Grzegorz Dostatni) 
Figure 1.1. Photographs of Communication Towers (continued) 
3 
(c) A guyed tower in Valleyview, Alberta 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
Figure 1.1. Photographs of Communication Towers (concluded) 
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more catastrophic and also more expensive to rectify than those of shorter structures, this 
dissertation focuses on self-supporting towers and guyed towers only. 
1.2 NEED FOR THE INVESTIGATION 
A guyed tower is a slender mast supported by guy wires at intervals. Guy wire tension has a 
significant impact on the integrity of a guyed tower. Adjustment of guy wire tension can cause 
additional tensile/compressive loading on tower mast due to bending of the mast, and changes in 
the tension of other guy wires. Guy wire rupture and/or guy wire slippage will remove/reduce the 
guy wire tension required to maintain the stability of the tower and major structural failure can 
occur. A guyed tower needs to be designed with reserve capacity in tower legs and guy wires in 
order to prevent major failure to happen. 
To the best of author's knowledge, there is no previous experimental investigation conducted on 
the effect of sudden guy rupture and guy slippage on guyed towers. Previous research discussed 
in Chapter 2 was conducted by simulation and analytical calculation, and it was found that the 
Eurocode simplified method [CEN 2008] commonly used by tower design engineers is a simple 
but conservative method. Thus, to confirm previous findings, experimental investigation on small-
scale guyed tower test specimens was conducted. 
Guyed towers and self-supporting towers are built by stacking tower sections and connecting 
those sections with sleeves, splice plates, or bolted connection splices. There are two types of 
bolted connection splice: (i) symmetrical bolted connection, where the line of load of the tower 
legs is aligned with the line of load of the overall connection (as shown in Figure 1.2), and (ii) 
unsymmetrical bolted connection, e.g., bolted ring-type connection as shown in Figure 1.3. The 
latter, due to its shape, makes the transport and arrangement of those tower sections relatively 
easier than the former. However, there is eccentricity between the centre of tower leg and the 
centre of the bolt, and there is no guidance in North American standards and specifications to 
calculate the tensile capacity of such connections. The splice bolts should be designed by taking 
into account load eccentricity which causes bending of the bolt prior to failure, as shown in Figure 
1.4. 
Although load eccentricity does not exist on symmetrical bolted connection, such as flange-type 
connection shown in Figure 1.5, prying action can occur on relatively flexible flange plates. This 
prying action induces additional tensile force on splice bolts, and bolt failure can occur if the bolts 
were not properly designed. Prying action is discussed on the Canadian Institute of Steel 
Construction Handbook of Steel Construction [CISC 2010] and American Institute of Steel 
5 
(a) Elevation view 
(b) Plan view 
Figure 1.2. Symmetrical Bolted Splice Connection 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
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(a) Bolted ring-type connection -1 
(b) Bolted ring-type connection - 2 
Figure 1.3. Unsymmetrical Bolted Splice Connection 




Figure 1.4. Failure of Bolted Ring-type Splice Connection 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
Figure 1.5. Bolted Circular Flange Connection 
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Construction Steel Construction Manual [AISC 2005], but only on tee-type connections where the 
line of the bolt pitch is straight. To the best of author's knowledge, there is no guidance provided 
for bolted circular connections as shown in Figure 1.5 which is very common in self-supporting 
and guyed towers. 
Ignoring the eccentricity and prying action of the connection during the design stage is unsafe 
and can be very difficult to fix later during service. Therefore, there is a need to study the tensile 
strength of bolted ring-type connections and the prying action of bolted circular splice 
connections. 
While a tower may already be designed by considering reserve capacity due to guy wire rupture 
or slippage as well as additional loading on the tower section connections, a tower often needs to 
be strengthened to carry additional antenna and transmission line loading. This commonly is 
encountered when building a new tower is not feasible due to building permit, cost, and land 
restriction, and wireless providers have to share existing towers. The common strengthening 
methods are (i) adding sub-bracing to reduce the effective length of leg and diagonal members, 
and (ii) attaching additional members to the main members. The calculation of compressive 
strength in the first method is straightforward. However, for the second method, there is 
ambiguity among tower design engineers on the calculation of the compressive strength of 
strengthened member since this topic has not been covered by any North American standards 
and specifications. The author has been conducting research on strengthening of tower leg and 
diagonal members since 2003 and the dissertation covers the continuation of this research. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF PRESENT RESEARCH 
The main objective of this research is to increase overall safety of communication towers by 
providing guidance for tower design engineers on selected issues related to the analysis, design, 
and strengthening, which include: 
1. The study of the dynamic load amplification factor of intact guy wires due to sudden rupture 
of one guy wire by carrying out an experimental investigation on small-scale guyed tower 
test specimens and comparing the results with those obtained from the Eurocode simplified 
method [CEN 2008] and finite element analyses; 
2. The study of the effect of guy wire slippage on the load amplification factor of intact guy wires 
by conducting an experimental investigation on small-scale guyed tower test specimens and 
finite element analyses; 
3. The study of the effect of eccentricity on the tensile strength of bolted ring-type splice 
connections; 
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4. The study of the prying action on bolted circular splice connections; and 
5. Study the compressive strength of solid round steel members strengthened using split pipes 
with various types of connections by carrying out experimental investigation on test 
specimens and modelling the experiment with finite element analysis. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
This dissertation consists of seven chapters. In Chapter 1, the need for the study and the 
objectives of the research are presented. In Chapter 2, the dynamic load amplification factor of 
intact guy wires due to sudden guy wire rupture on small-scale test specimens and finite element 
modelling are discussed. Chapter 3 presents the finite element analysis and experimental 
investigation on the effect of guy slippage on load amplification factor of intact guy wires. The 
effect of eccentricity on bolted ring-type connections and a proposed calculation method are 
discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the prying action on bolted circular splice connections is 
determined by comparing experimental results with a proposed method to determine bolt pitch. 
Comparison of experimental investigation and finite element analysis results on the compressive 
strength of solid round steel leg and bracing members strengthened with split pipes is presented 
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CHAPTER 2 
DYNAMIC LOAD AMPLIFICATION FACTORS OF GUY WIRES IN A 
COMMUNICATION TOWER DUE TO SUDDEN RUPTURE OF ONE GUY WIRE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Telecommunication systems, such as radio and television broadcasting, require elevated 
antennas which are most economically supported on monopole, self-supporting, and guyed lattice 
towers as shown in Figure 1.1. Unfortunately, failures of communication structures due to 
dynamic effects are high compared with other structures of equal economic and social 
importance. One of most significant incidents is the failure of the former world's tallest guyed 
tower (646 m tall), Warsaw radio mast, at Konstantynow, Ga.bin, Poland, in 1991 during guy wire 
replacement [Wikipedia 2010], as shown in Figure 2.1. 
The complex non-linear behaviour of the guyed towers as shown in Figures 1.1(c) and 2.1 
presents a more difficult problem than that of typical building frame. Some adverse conditions 
likely to introduce significant dynamic response of guyed towers are sudden guy wire ruptures, 
windstorms, ice storms, and earthquakes. In order to use existing and future towers more 
effectively, a better understanding of the dynamic response of guyed towers is required. This 
chapter discusses the dynamic load amplification factors of guy wire tensions due to sudden 
rupture of one of the guy wires in guyed communication towers. 
2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Sudden guy wire ruptures could happen either accidentally, e.g., by collision of a plane or farming 
equipment with the guy wire, or intentionally, e.g., by sabotage or vandalism. Research has been 
conducted to determine the effect of sudden guy wire ruptures. El-Ghazaly and Al-Khaiat [1995] 
carried out dynamic analysis and found that the consequences could be catastrophic if guy wire 
rupture occurs on the top level of guy wires while the wind speed is at its maximum. Non-linear 
dynamic response of a guyed tower to a sudden guy wire rupture was investigated by Kahla 
[1997, 2000] on a 150 m (500 ft) tall guyed tower with three levels of guy wires using a computer 
program called NSDAGT. The dynamic amplification factors for guy wire tensions were found to 
range from 1.22 to 2.27 under no wind conditions, and from 1.16 to 2.84 under 120 km/h wind 
speed (720 Pa wind pressure). 
Due to uncertainty of several factors influencing the behaviour of guyed towers, e.g., vibration, 





(a) In service (prior to failure) 
(b) After failure 
Figure 2.1. Photographs of Warsaw Radio Mast [Wikipedia 2010] 
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feasible for tower design engineers [Madugula 2002]. Conventional static analysis methods for 
guyed towers are known to underestimate critical load effects by wind turbulence, but more 
rigorous dynamic analyses are not routinely employed due to greater difficulty [Davenport and 
Sparling 1998]. 
Instead of carrying out complicated analyses, Eurocode 3 [CEN 2008] suggests two approaches, 
i.e. (i) the conservative static method (where the horizontal component of the force in a guy wire 
before rupture is applied as additional load acting on the mast at the ruptured guy level), and (ii) 
the simplified analytical method (also known as simplified energy method). Nielsen [1999, 2006] 
carried out dynamic analyses of top-level guy wire rupture on a 244 m guyed mast in Pyhatunturi, 
Finland and a 300 m guyed mast in Kisielice, Poland, and compared the results with those two 
approaches suggested by Eurocode. Nielsen reached a conclusion that the static approach is a 
fast approach that leads to conservative values while the simplified energy method, although 
more complicated than the former, gives the most precise estimation of the dynamic effects 
without doing a full dynamic analysis. The simplified analytical method summarized in Section 5 
of this chapter is now mostly used by tower design engineers. 
To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no experimental research previously conducted to 
determine the dynamic load amplification factor of guy wires due to guy wire rupture. In the 
present work, a total of 348 guy wire rupture tests were carried out and the results were 
compared with the results from dynamic analysis and Eurocode simplified analytical method. 
Since there is ambiguity about the effect of guy wire initial tension on the dynamic load 
amplification factor, the effect of initial tension was also studied. The usual practice in the field is 
to apply guy wire initial tensions in the range of 8% to 15% of the breaking strength of the guy 
wires. Therefore, tests were conducted with two different guy wire initial tensions, i.e. 10% and 
20% of the guy wire breaking strength. In addition, 25 tower configurations were built to find 
correlations between the distance of guy wires (distance between ruptured guy wire and 
remaining guys) and dynamic load amplification factor. 
2.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
A total of 348 guy wire rupture tests were conducted at the Structural Laboratory of University of 
Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada during September 2005 to December 2005, which consisted 
of 228 guy wire rupture tests with a guy wire initial tension of 222 N (50 lb; approximately 10% of 
guy wire breaking strength) and 120 guy wire rupture tests with a guy wire initial tension of 445 N 
(100 lb; approximately 20% of guy wire breaking strength). There were three replicate tests for 
each level and configuration. 
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2.3.1 Details of Tower Specimens 
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the dynamic load amplification factors of guy 
wire tensions for a small-scale guyed tower test specimen after the sudden rupture of a guy wire. 
The tower was 2.2 m high, with three guy wire levels (designated as G3, G2, and G1) and a guy 
wire anchor radius of 1.2 m as shown in Figure 2.2. There were seven levels of guy lugs (guy 
attachment points at tower mast) on the tower mast at elevations 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9 m, 1.2 m, 1.5 
m, 1.8 m, and 2.1 m, as shown in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1. The mast of the tower was a steel 
pipe with an outside diameter of 21.3 mm and wall thickness of 2.77 mm. The guy wires were 
made from 1.59 mm (V16 in.) diameter galvanized steel strand with a breaking strength of 2140 N 
(480 lb). 
The choice of the steel pipe and guy wires were based on the ratio of bending stiffness El over 
axial stiffness k (AE/L) of the tower mast and guy wires, where E is the Young's modulus of 
elasticity, / is the moment of inertia, A is the cross-sectional area, and L is the length of the 
member (in this case, is taken as guy wires interval). Of the six typical 115 m guyed tower 
produced by Westower Communications Ltd. with typical guy wires interval at 20 m and guy 
radius of 78.8 m, the El/k of the tower mast are ranging from 2.70 x 109 to 8.11 x 109, and those 
of the most common guy wires used (5/8" diameter, 1 x 7 Guy Strand) are ranging from 1.01 x 
1011 to 2.71 x 1011. The El/k of the mast of the tower test specimens was 1.32 x 104 and those of 
the guy wires were ranging from 2.41 x 105 to 9.21 x 105. This makes the ratio of the El/k of 
tower mast of actual guyed towers versus the test specimens are ranging from 1.62 x 10"6 to 4.87 
x 10"6, and those of the guy wires are ranging from 2.38 x 10"6 to 3.40 x 10'6. Since the ratio of 
the El/k of the mast and guy wires between the actual guyed tower and test specimens are 
comparable, the steel pipe and guy strand with properties described in the previous paragraph 
were selected. 
The test setup is shown in Figure 2.3. The details of tapered mast base, guy lugs, and guy wire 
anchor points of typical guyed tower in the field and those of test specimens are shown in Figures 
2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, respectively. There were two linear variable displacement transducers and two 
accelerometers in mutually perpendicular directions as shown in Figure 2.7 to measure the 
displacement and acceleration of the mast at the ruptured guy level. The guy wire tensions, mast 
displacement at the ruptured guy level, and mast accelerations were recorded by a MEGADAC 
Data Acquisition System at a rate of 1200 Hz. 
During experimental investigation, three levels of guy wires were attached at different guy lugs to 
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Plan View 
Figure 2.2. Designation of Guy Wire Levels, Guy Lugs, and Guy Wire Orientations of 
Tower Specimen 
Table 2.1. Location of Guy Lugs 



















Figure 2.3. Photograph of Tower Test Specimen Anchored in Three Directions 
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(a) Base of typical guyed tower 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
(b) Base of tower specimen 
Figure 2.4. Mast Base of Typical Guyed Tower and Tower Specimen 
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(a) Guy lugs of typical guyed tower 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
(b) Guy lugs of tower specimen 









(a) Anchor of typical guyed tower 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
(b) Anchor of test specimen 
Figure 2.6. Anchor of Typical Guyed Tower and Tower Specimen 
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Figure 2.7. Details of Test Specimen 
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The 25 tower configurations are listed in Table 2.2 In order to measure the tensions in the guy 
wires, an aluminum half bridge load cell was attached near the guy wire anchor point of each guy 
wire (for a total nine load cells). Each load cell was made from a ring with a 37.5 mm outside 
diameter and a 6.25 mm wall thickness, which remained in the elastic range during the testing 
(see details in Appendix A). The calibration of these load cells is shown in Appendix B. Two 
holes in guy wire axial direction were made in the ring to accommodate the crimped end guy 
wires. Two 350-ohm strain gages (with a gauge factor of 2.13) were attached, one to the inside 
and the other to the outside of the ring. The turnbuckles were adjusted iteratively to make the 
initial guy wire tensions as close as possible to the desired initial tensions and as equal as 
possible to initial tension of other two guy wires. 
2.3.2 Details of Experiments 
There were two series of tests. The initial tensions of all guy wires were approximately 222 N (50 
lb) for the first series of tests (Series 1) on 12 tower configurations as listed in Table 2.3. For 
second series of tests (Series 2), there were two initial tensions applied to the 13 tower 
configurations to study the effect of initial tension on the dynamic load amplification factor. For 
Series 2(a), the initial tension of the guy wires was approximately 222 N (50 lb). After the guy 
wire rupture tests had been done for three levels of guy wires of a tower, the same tower 
configuration was re-built and a guy wire initial tension of 445 N (100 lb) was given (Series 2(b)). 
Guy wire was ruptured by cutting it suddenly with shears near its guy lug. The test started with 
the cutting of the top level guy wire. After the tower came to a rest position, the ruptured guy wire 
was replaced with a new one. The test was continued by cutting the mid level guy wire, and 
finally by cutting the bottom level guy wire. For a given test, a peak tension value was selected 
for each individual guy wire, independently of each other. 
2.3.3 Experimental Results 
The detailed experimental results were reported by Madugula and Kumalasari [2006], and 
example of the results is shown in Table 2.4. In Table 2.4, experiments # 1 to 3 were identical 
tests done with rupture at G3, experiments # 4 - 6 were for rupture at G2, and the rest were for 
rupture at G1, all of which were done on tower configuration # 1 (refer to Table 2.2). The load 
amplification factor was obtained as the ratio of peak guy wire tension after rupture over guy wire 
tension before rupture (or the initial tension of the guy wire). Each identical experiments were 
averaged and summarized in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 for test specimens with guy wire initial tension of 
222 N and 445 N, respectively. Figure 2.8 shows the load amplification factors versus the level of 
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Refer to Figure 2 2 for guy lug location 
Table 2.3. Tower Configurations for Guy Wire Rupture 
Series 1 
222 N initial tension 
T c t M 1 -5 ,7 ,10,11, Tower configuration # '„ Lf- j o 
Series 2(a) 
222 N initial tension 




445 N initial tension 
6, 8, 9, 12, 
16-21,23-25 
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Table 2.4. Example Load Amplification Factor due to Sudden Guy Wire Rupture - Tower # 1 



















































































































































































































































































































Displacement at ruptured 











Table 2.5. Average Load Amplification Factors and Deflections - 222 N Initial Tension 
_ Rupture 















Guy level Load 
Direction A 
G3 
G2 2 00 
G1 1 19 
G3 1 58 
G2 
G1 1 44 
G3 1 14 
G2 1 72 
jGI -
G3 
G2 2 04 
_G1 1 25 
G3 1 68 
G2 
_GJ 1 41 
G3 1 02 
G2 1 61 
jGI -
G3 
G2 2 01 
_G1 1 39 
G3 1 64 
G2 
J31 1 48 
G3 1 01 
G2 1 67 
Gil -
G3 
G2 2 02 
_G1 1 18 
G3 1 55 
G2 
^31 1 60 
G3 1 07 
G2 1 64 
G1 -
G3 
G2 2 21 
GJ 1 04 
G3 1 70 
G2 
G1 1 56 
G3 0 978 




0 848 0 825 
0 992 0 965 
1 38 1 35 
0 988 0 974 
0 932 0 931 
0 931 0 939 
111 1 12 
0 931 0 926 
0 855 0 842 
0 870 0 825 
0 967 0 932 
1 18 1 24 
0 976 0 955 
0 956 0 930 
1 01 1 00 
111 1 13 
0 977 0 976 
0 782 0 763 
0 796 0 815 
0 957 0 938 
1 31 1 29 
0 969 0 952 
0 936 0 920 
1 10 1 10 
1 10 1 12 
1 02 1 02 
0 683 0 733 
0 783 0 806 
1 00 1 01 
1 24 1 24 
1 02 1 03 
0 932 0 945 
0 960 0 988 
1 15 1 15 
0 897 0 900 
0 780 0 773 
0 809 0 856 
1 02 1 08 
1 22 1 25 
1 03 1 04 
0 905 0 930 
0 977 1 00 
1 10 1 10 
0 979 1 00 
0 701 0 766 



















































































Load amplification factor 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.6. Average Load Amplification Factors and Deflections - 445 N Initial Tension 
Tower R u p t t
































































Load amplification factor 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 2 3 
Level of ruptured guy 
(a) Guy wire initial tension of 222 N 
* — * 
T 
J I — f r 
1 2 3 
Level of ruptured guy 
(b) Guy wire initial tension of 445 N 
• Direction A 
• Direction B 
& Direction C 
• Direction A 
• Direction B 
>, Direction C 
Figure 2.8. Load Amplification Factor versus Level of Ruptured Guy 
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ruptured guy for both 222 N initial tension and 445 N initial tension. It can be concluded from the 
graphs that load amplification factors are higher for the remaining guy wires in the same direction 
as the ruptured guy wire (direction A) and highest when guy wire rupture occurs on the top guy 
level due to deflection and bending of the tower mast. 
The load amplification factors were plotted with the deflection on the ruptured guy level in Figures 
2.9 to 2.14. The designation of "guy level-direction" is used to simplify the graphs, e.g. "G2-A" 
refers to second guy level (G2) in direction A. It can be seen from those graphs that guy wires in 
directions B and C have comparable load amplification factors, which are expected since those 
guy wires were arranged to be as symmetrical as possible. 
From Figures 2.9 and 2.10 (load amplification factors due to ruptures at G1) and Figures 2.11 and 
2.12 (load amplification factors due to ruptures at G2), the load amplification factors for guy wires 
in direction A are increasing with the increase in the deflection of tower mast at the ruptured guy 
level, while those for guy wires in directions B and C are almost constant. From Figures 2.13 and 
2.14, the load amplification factors for intact guy wires in direction A due to rupture at "G3-A" are 
decreasing with the increase in the deflection of tower mast at ruptured guy level, and those in 
directions B and C are almost constant. This decrease can be explained as the result of bending 
of the tower mast cantilever during ruptures of G3. 
To determine the effect of initial tension, Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show the summary of maximum load 
amplification factors and deflections of tower test specimens for Series 1 (222 N initial tension) 
and Series 2 (222 N and 445 N initial tensions), respectively. By increasing the initial tension 
from 222 N to 445 N, the load amplification factors were decreased by 0.08 while the deflections 
at ruptured guy level were increased by 3.66 mm, in average. The maximum load amplification 
factors for guy wires with initial tension of 222 N was found to be ranging from 1.45 to 2.21, and 
those for guy wires with initial tension of 445 N was found to be ranging from 1.43 to 1.96. The 
decrease of the load amplification factors with the increase of the initial tension was mostly due to 
the stiffness of intact guy wires with higher initial tension. 
Figures 2.15 to 2.20 show the dynamic load amplification factors versus the ratio of elevation of 
ruptured guy wire over elevation of remaining guy wire. It can be seen from Figures 2.15 to 2.16 
(G1 ruptured) and Figures 2.19 to 2.20 (G3 ruptured), that load amplification factors decrease 
when the distance between the ruptured guy wire and remaining guy wire increase. However, for 
ruptures at mid-level G2, Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show that load amplification factors increase with 
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Figure 2.9. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 2nd and 3rd Level due to Guy Wire 
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Figure 2.10. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 2nd and 3rd Level due to Guy Wire 
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Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 and 3 Level due to Guy Wire 
Rupture at 2nd Level - 222 N Initial Tension 
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Figure 2.12. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 3rd Level due to Guy Wire 
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Figure 2.13. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 2nd Level due to Guy Wire 
Rupture at 3rd Level - 222 N Initial Tension 
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Figure 2.14. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 2nd Level due to Guy Wire 
Rupture at 3rd Level - 445 N Initial Tension 
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Table 2.7. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections of 































































































































Table 2.8. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections of 
























































Dynamic amplification factor 
Initial tension 

















































































Deflection at ruptured guy level (mm) 


































































































1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.15. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 2nd and 3rd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 1s t Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 


















1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.16. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 2nd and 3rd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 1 s t Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.17. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 3rd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 2nd Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 
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Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
• G3-A 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.18. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 3rd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 2nd Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 
















0 2 4 6 8 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.19. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 2nd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 3rd Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 
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0 2 4 6 8 
Elevation of ruptured guy / Elevation of intact guy wire 
Figure 2.20. Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires at 1 s t and 2nd Level (Direction A) due 
to Guy Rupture at 3rd Level versus the Ratio of Ruptured Guy Elevation over Intact Guy 
Wire Elevation (445 N Initial Tension) 
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2.4 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
In order to evaluate the dynamic load amplification factor due to sudden guy wire rupture, 
dynamic analysis was carried out using ABAQUS, a commercial finite element package by 
Simulia [2007]. To take into account the bending of the tower mast and the sagging of the guy 
wires, the mast and guy wires were modeled using a two-node cubic 3D beam elements with 
moment release applied to the guy wires. The mast was divided into 20 elements and each guy 
wire was divided into 6 elements as shown in Figure 2.21. Further refinement of tower mast and 
guy wires did not result in significant difference. The bottom of the mast was pinned, with 
torsional restraint, and the ends of the guy wires were pinned. 
After gravity load was applied to the mast and guy wires, pretension loading or initial tension was 
applied to guy wires by using *PRE-TENSION SECTION. This command allows introduction of 
assembly loads in the model. To maintain the stability of the model, the ruptured guy wire was 
modelled as a load equivalent to its initial tension which was applied to tower mast at ruptured 
guy level. The load was then removed immediately to initiate dynamic response of the model. 
The direct integration method with numerical damping of 5% was used for the dynamic analysis. 
In ABAQUS, direct integration of the system must be used when nonlinear dynamic response is 
being studied, since modal superposition procedures are a cost-effective option for performing 
only linear or mildly nonlinear dynamic analyses. 
The direct-integration dynamic procedure provided in Abaqus uses the implicit Hilber-Hughes-
Taylor operator for integration of the equations of motion [Simulia 2007]. In an implicit dynamic 
analysis the integration operator matrix must be inverted and a set of nonlinear equilibrium 
equations must be solved at each time increment. This solution is done iteratively using Newton's 
method. Hilber-Hughes-Taylor operator is unconditionally stable and there is no limit on the size 
of the time increment that can be used for most analyses (accuracy governs the time increment). 
The time step for implicit integration can be chosen automatically on the basis of the "half-step 
residual." By monitoring the values of equilibrium residuals at t + At/2, once the solution at t + At 
has been obtained, the accuracy of the solution can be assessed and the time step adjusted 
appropriately. 
HAFTOL is the parameter equal to the half-step residual tolerance to be used with the automatic 
time increment scheme. For automatic time increment, this value controls the accuracy of the 
solution. This parameter has dimensions of force and is usually chosen by comparison with 
typical actual force values, such as applied forces or expected reaction forces. For problems 
where considerable plasticity or other dissipation is expected to damp out the high frequency 
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-> 1 
Figure 2.21. Finite Element Model of Tower Specimen 
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response, HAFTOL is chosen as 10 to 100 times typical actual force values for moderate 
accuracy and low cost, and as 1 to 10 times typical actual force values for higher accuracy. Since 
moderate accuracy and low cast is preferred than the later, this parameter was set into 20000, 
which is about 50 to 100 times the applied forces. 
A numerical damping control parameter, a, of -0.05 (-5%) is introduced. This damping is purely 
numerical and introduces just enough artificial damping in the system to allow the automatic time 
stepping procedure to work smoothly. Nielsen in 1991 used structural damping of 0.025 for tower 
mast with pinned mast base [Smith 2006]. However, since the small-scale tower specimens were 
made from one steel pipe sections with no bolt and weld connections and the testing was done 
under no wind pressure, the structural damping was considered negligible on the finite element 
model. An example of ABAQUS input file for the tower test specimen # 25 with initial tension of 
445 N, ruptured at G1, is shown in Appendix C. 
The finite element analysis results of maximum load amplification factors and deflections at 
ruptured guy level are summarized in Table 2.9 for 12 towers tested with 222 N initial tension and 
Table 2.10 for 13 towers tested with both 222 N and 445 N initial tensions. From those tables, it 
can be concluded that the maximum load amplification factors with initial tension of 222 N ranged 
from 1.50 to 2.02, and those with initial tension of 445 N were within the range of 1.50 to 1.86. 
The results also support the experimental investigation that most of the load amplification factors 
decreased with doubled initial tension of guy wires. With 445 N initial tension, the average load 
amplification factors were decreased by 0.04 while the deflections at ruptured guy level were 
increased by 2.89 mm, compared with those with 222 N initial tension. 
The experimental displacement and acceleration of tower mast were compared with those 
obtained from finite element analysis. Figure 2.22 shows the horizontal deflection of mast at 
elevation 1.5 m and horizontal acceleration of mast of Tower # 6 with 222 N guy wire initial 
tension. 
2.5 EUROCODE SIMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL METHOD [CEN 2008] 
In the Eurocode simplified analytical method [CEN 2008], the rupture is assumed to be a simple 
cut through the guy wire. For calculating the equivalent static force, the elastic strain energy 
stored in the ruptured guy before the rupture, damping, and wind loading are neglected. The 
dynamic force is assumed to be equivalent to a static force Fhdyn acting on the mast at the 
ruptured guy level. 
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Table 2.9. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 































































































































Table 2.10. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 
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Deflection at ruptured guy level (mm) 




















































































Experiment - Finite element analysis 





Experiment - Fmrte element analysis 
(b) Horizontal acceleration of mast at 1 35 m 
Figure 2.22. Comparison of Tower Mast Horizontal Deflection and Acceleration of Tower # 
6 with 222 N Guy Initial Tension (Ruptured at Second Guy Level) 
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For a mast guyed in three directions shown in Figure 2 23(a), the dynamic load amplification 
factor is calculated as follows 
(a) Guy wires B and C act on the mast with a horizontal force Fh, which decreases with 
increasing deflection "U" due to the slackening of guy wires The force-deflection relationship 
is shown as curve 1 in Figure 2 23(b) 
(b) For the mast without guy wires A, B, and C, the relationship between an external horizontal 
force "H" applied at the ruptured guy level and the deflection of the load application point is 
shown as curve 2 in Figure 2 23(b) 
(c) Where curves 1 and 2 intersect, the two forces are equal and there is static equilibrium The 
force acting at the guy wire attachment point is Fnstatwith corresponding deflection of Ustat 
(d) The dynamic force Fhdyn and corresponding deflection Udyn is determined by equating the two 
shaded areas under Curves 1 and 2 
(e) The dynamic load amplification factor is the ratio of Fh dyn to Fh stat 
From the force-deflection diagrams obtained from the finite element model, the load amplification 
factors based on Eurocode method for the test specimens were determined An example of the 
ABAQUS input files used to determine the load amplification factors based on Eurocode method 
are shown in Appendix D The load amplification factors were calculated as the ratio of dynamic 
force to the static equilibrium force Example results from the Eurocode method for Tower # 6 
with 222 N initial tension, with guy wire at G2 ruptured, is shown in force-deflection diagram in 
Figure 2 24 The dynamic load amplification factor was found to be 2 02 (a ratio of the 125 N 
dynamic force to the 61 6 N static force) with dynamic deflection of 4 75 mm 
Load amplification factors based on the Eurocode simplified method are shown in Table 2 11 for 
the 12 towers with a 222 N initial tension and in Table 2 12 for the 13 towers with 222 N and 445 
N initial tensions From those tables, it can be concluded that the maximum load amplification 
factors for 222 N initial tension ranged from 1 99 to 3 58, and those for 445 N initial tension from 
2 00 to 3 41 
2.6 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE THREE METHODS 
The maximum load amplification factors and deflections at the ruptured guy level obtained from 
experimental investigation, finite element analysis, and Eurocode simplified analytical method are 
summarized in Table 2 13 for 12 towers tested with a 222 N initial tension (Series 1) and Table 




Guy A — Deflection "U" 
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(a) Guy rupture 
GuyC 
Plan view at ruptured guy level 
Curve 2 - Mast excluding guys A, B, and C 
Curve 1 - Guys B and C 
Usi Udyn 
(b) Force-deflection diagram 
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Figure 2.24. Force-deflection Diagram for Tower # 6 with 222 N Guy Initial Tension 
(Ruptured at Second Guy Level) 
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Table 2.11. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 































































































































Table 2.12. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 












































































































































Deflection at ruptured guy level (mm) 



















































































Table 2.13. Summary of Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast 





























































































































































































































































































Table 2.14. Summary of Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections (Initial Tension of 222 N and 445 N) 
Dynamic amplification factor Deflection at ruptured guy (mm) 
Tower # R u P t u r e Initial tension 222 N Initial tension 445 N Initial tension 222 N Initial tension 445 N 
























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.14. Summary of Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections ... (concluded) 
Dynamic amplification factor Deflection at ruptured guy (mm) 
Tower # R u P t u r e Initial tension 222 N Initial tension 445 N Initial tension 222 N Initial tension 445 N 
Exp FEA Eurocode Exp FEA Eurocode Exp FEA Eurocode Exp FEA Eurocode 
Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 Col 7 Col 8 Col 9 Col 10 Col 11 Col 12 Col 13 Col 14 
G3 200 1~88 201 1~87 1~83 201 707 43$) 456 122 16~2 9U 
21 G2 1 73 1 69 2 00 1 60 1 70 2 00 4 34 2 04 2 21 5 60 3 23 5 73 
G1 169 158 2 18 159 166 2 49 4 37 2 55 279 7 49 1 35 811 
G3 -T83 "T84 253 i~82 i~65 252 13~8 766 856 23~5 525 170 
23 G2 1 68 1 59 2 00 1 64 1 63 2 00 2 29 1 59 1 89 4 23 1 52 4 83 


















































































Comparing column 3 with column 4 of Tables 2.13 and 2.14, and column 6 with column 7 of 
Table 2.14, it can be seen that the load amplification factors based on experimental investigation 
are in a good agreement with those of finite element analysis in a majority of the cases (the 
average difference is 2.3%). Thus, it can be concluded that the finite element model can be used 
to simulate the dynamic analysis of the small-scale guyed tower test specimens due to sudden 
guy wire rupture. 
In addition, by comparing column 5 with columns 3 and 4 of Tables 2.13 and 2.14, and column 8 
with columns 6 and 7 of Table 2.14, it can be concluded that Eurocode simplified analytical 
method yields more conservative results than those of experimental investigation and finite 
element analysis. The dynamic load amplification factor based on the Eurocode simplified 
method is approximately 32% higher, on average, than those obtained by experimental 
investigation. 
2.7 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on Sections 2.1 to 2.6, the following conclusions were drawn: 
(a) Based on experimental investigation, the maximum load amplification factors for the small-
scale tower specimens due to sudden guy wire rupture for towers with 222 N (10% of guy 
wire breaking strength) initial tension ranged from 1.45 to 2.21, and those for 445 N (20% of 
guy wire breaking strength) initial tension from 1.43 to 1.96. The results are in good 
agreement with finite element analysis results with an average difference of 2.3%. Load 
amplification factors were higher for remaining guy wires in the same direction of the ruptured 
guy wire and highest when guy rupture occured at the top guy level, which agrees with a 
previous finding by El-Ghazaly and Al-Khaiat in 1995. 
(b) Unlike for the top guy wire, the load amplification factors for guy wires in the same direction 
as the ruptured guy increased with an increase of the deflection of tower mast at the ruptured 
guy level. The load amplification factors for guy wires in other directions are not significantly 
affected by an increase in the deflection. 
(c) The dynamic load amplification factor based on the Eurocode simplified method is 
approximately 32% higher, on average, than those obtained by experimental investigation, 
which support Nielsen's [2006] finding about conservativeness of Eurocode method. 
(d) By increasing the initial tension from 222 N to 445 N, the load amplification factors obtained 
from experimental investigation were decreased by 0.08 while the deflections at ruptured guy 
level were increased by 3.66 mm, on average. From the finite element analysis, the load 
amplification factors were decreased by 0.04 and mast deflections were increased by 2.89 
63 
mm by doubling the initial tension. It can be concluded that even though the initial tension 
doubled, the load amplification factor decreased by a small amount, 
(e) Unlike for rupture at mid-level guy, load amplification factors decreased with the increase of 
distance between the ruptured guy and remaining guy. 
However, it should be noted that conclusions above may only apply to a guyed tower with similar 
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CHAPTER 3 
LOAD AMPLIFICATION FACTORS OF GUY WIRES IN A COMMUNICATION 
TOWER DUE TO SLIPPAGE OF ONE GUY WIRE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in Chapter 2, guyed towers can fail due to sudden guy wire rupture. Failure of 
guyed towers also can be caused by guy wire slippage, either during service by slipping of the 
guy wire due to failure of bolt clips (as shown in Figure 3.1) or during construction by slipping of 
the guy wire on the mechanical devices. The tower sections cannot continue to be stacked 
without being supported by guy wires at intervals. Although tower failure and/or guy wire slippage 
during construction is not widely publicized since the tower is not yet in service, it concerns 
design engineers and tower owners if the construction can be resumed without any permanent 
damage to the tower, especially on the installed guy wire anchor system. Therefore, this chapter 
discusses the load amplification factors of guy wire tensions due to slippage of one guy wire in a 
guyed communication tower. 
To the best of authors' knowledge, there is no previous research previously conducted, either by 
experimental investigation or analytical calculation, to determine the load amplification factor of 
guy wires due to guy wire slippage. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The experimental setup of guy wire slippage is similar to that of guy wire rupture experiment 
previously shown in Figures 2.2 to 2.7. The same materials, load cell rings, data acquisition 
system, and test specimen configuration of guy wire rupture experiments were used for guy wire 
slippage experiments. To make the slippage possible, one guy strand near the anchor point was 
rigged and clamped as shown in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). The initial tensions of all guy wires 
were approximately 222 N (50 lb) and a total of 228 tests were done on all 25 tower 
configurations as listed in Table 2.2. 
Guy slippage was simulated by slowly loosening the clamps with extra care to minimize 
disturbance on the initial tension of guy wires. The clamps were relaxed until slippage between 
connected guy wires ceased and the guy wire carried only its own self-weight. The experimental 
investigation started with the loosening of the top level guy. After the tower response stopped, 
the slipped guy was retightened and experimental investigation was continued by loosening the 
mid level guy, and finally by loosening the bottom level guy. A sketch to clarify the slippage 
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Figure 3.1. Guy Wires Secured with Bolt Clips 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
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(a) Photograph of test specimen with rigged guy wires (circled) 
it 
% 
(b) Detail of rigged guy wires 
Figure 3.2. Photographs of Test Specimen 
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experiment is shown in Figure 3 3 The guy wire tension, mast deflection at the level of the 
slipped guy wire, and mast acceleration were measured during the experiment There were three 
replicate tests for each configuration and rupture at each guy wire level 
The detailed experimental results were reported by Madugula and Kumalasan [2006], and an 
example of the result is shown in Table 3 1 The load amplification factor is defined as the ratio of 
intact guy wire tension after slippage over guy wire initial tension The experimental results for 
each tower configuration and each level of slipped guy wire are averaged and are shown in Table 
3 2 The maximum load amplification factor and mast deflection at the slipped guy level is 
summarized in Table 3 3 It can be seen from the table that maximum load amplification factor 
due to guy wire slippage ranged from 1 10 to 1 56 
It can be concluded that the maximum load amplification factor is higher when the slippage 
happens at top level guy wire, as shown in Figure 3 4, which is more likely to happen on the field 
than at bottom or middle level guy wires since lower guy wires are already secured with guy grips 
before continuing the tower erection Load amplification factors were also higher for guy wires in 
the same direction with slipped guy wires 
3.3 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
The same finite element model discussed in Chapter 2 was used to simulate guy wire slippage 
After the gravity load was applied to the mast and guy wires, pretension loading was applied to 
the guy wires The pretension section of one guy wire (initial tension of one guy wire) was then 
removed to initiate guy wire slippage An example of ABAQUS input file for the tower test 
specimen # 1, slipped at G3, is shown in Appendix E 
The finite element analysis results of the maximum load amplification factors and deflections at 
slipped guy level are summarized in Table 3 4 It can be seen from the table that maximum load 
amplification factor due to guy wire slippage ranges from 1 06 to 1 48 
3.4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
The maximum load amplification factors and deflections at slipped guy level obtained from 
experimental investigation and finite element analysis are summarized in Table 3 5 Comparing 
Column 3 with Column 4 of that table, it can be seen that the load amplification factors based on 




Figure 3.3. Sketch of Guy Wire Slippage Experiment 
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Table 3.2. Average Load Amplification Factors and Deflections 































































Load amplification factor 


























































































































































Table 3.2. Average Load Amplification Factors and Deflections (continued) 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.3. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 
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Level of slipped guy 
• Direction A 
• Direction B 
\ Direction C 
Figure 3.4. Load Amplification Factor versus Level of Ruptured Guy 
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Table 3.4. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 





























































































































































Table 3.4. Maximum Load Amplification Factors of Guy Wires and Mast Deflections from 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































majority of cases, with the average difference of 5 2% Thus, it can be concluded that the finite 
element model can be used to simulate the behaviour of the small-scale guyed tower test 
specimens due to guy wire slippage 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on experimental investigation, the maximum load amplification factors for the small-scale 
tower specimens due to guy wire slippage is ranging from 1 10 to 1 56 The results are in good 
agreement with finite element analysis results with an average difference of 5 2% Since guy 
slippage happens during tower erection (which is carried out during low wind), the maximum load 
amplification factors due to guy wire slippage is lower than those due to sudden guy rupture 
discussed in Chapter 2 However, they still need to be considered as a precaution during tower 
erection It was also found that load amplification factor for intact guy wires is higher when the 
slippage happens at top level guy wire 
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CHAPTER 4 
TENSILE STRENGTH OF BOLTED RING-TYPE SPLICES OF SOLID ROUND 
LEG MEMBERS OF GUYED COMMUNICATION TOWERS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The primary application of guyed lattice towers using solid round legs is in the telecommunication 
industry. Such lattice tower sections are fabricated using welded splices, and these welded 
sections are bolted together in the field. Communication towers are subjected to dead load (self-
weight of the structure plus the weight of all attachments), ice load (the weight of radial glaze ice 
on all exposed surfaces of the structure), guy tension, and wind load (or earthquake load). When 
these loads are applied to the antenna towers, the response of the whole tower is quite complex. 
The leg members of a steel tower, however, are subjected to compressive loads due to the dead 
load and guy tension and the tensile-compressive loads due to bending moments caused by 
wind or seismic loads. 
Lattice towers made up of solid round legs, diagonals, and horizontal members are welded 
together as shown in Figure 4.1. These types of towers are referred to as "all-weld" towers. 
These all-weld tower sections are interconnected in the field using bolted leg splices. There are 
two types of bolted splices, namely bolted ring-type splices for leg diameters up to 65 mm (2-V2 
in.) as shown in Figure 4.2 and bolted flange-type splices for leg diameters greater than 65 mm 
(2-V2 in.). This chapter deals with ring-type splices and this research has been published in 
Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering [Kumalasari et al. 2005]. 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
In this investigation, tensile tests were conducted by Lihong Shen in 2002 on 18 bolted ring-type 
splice specimens fabricated by Electronic Research Inc., Chandler, Indiana, USA. There were 
three groups of specimens in the investigation, each group with six specimens, as listed in Table 
4.1. The first group was bolted ring-type splices with 25.4 mm (1 in.) diameter legs without 
horizontal tower members and 22.2 mm (7/8 in.) diameter ASTM A325 bolts pre-tensioned to a 
torque of 258 N-m (190 Ib-ft) (except for specimen R2, which was snug-tight). The second group 
was bolted ring-type splices with 38.1 mm (1-V2 in.) diameter legs with horizontal tower members 
and 22.2 mm (7/8 in.) diameter ASTM A325 bolts pre-tensioned to a torque of 258 N-m (190 Ib-ft). 
The last group was bolted ring-type splices with 50.8 mm (2 in.) diameter legs with horizontal 
tower members and 31.8 mm (1-1/4 in.) diameter ASTM A325 bolts pre-tensioned to a torque of 
339 N-m (250 Ib-ft). The sketch of the specimens in the first group (without horizontal members) 
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Figure 4.1. An All-weld Tower Section of a Guyed Communication Tower with Bolted Ring-
type Splice 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd.) 
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Bolt & anco nut 
Single bolt flange 
Horizontal members 
(a) Detail of splice section (b) Photograph of splice section 
Figure 4.2. Sketch and Photograph of Splice Section 
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is shown in Figure 4 3(a), and those of the second and third groups (with horizontal members) is 
shown in Figure 4 3(b) The ring-type splices were fabricated by welding rings and horizontal 
tower members to legs and then connecting the sections by a pre-tensioned bolt Detailed 
measurements of the specimens are given in Shen [2002] 
4.2.1 Test Setup 
The tests were carried out in the Deformable Bodies Laboratory of the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department of the University of Windsor The specimens were placed in a vertical 
position on a 600 kN capacity Universal Testing Machine and a tensile load was applied to the 
specimens as shown in Figure 4 4 During testing, the maximum gap between the outside edges 
of the upper and lower leg members was measured using digital caliper, feeler gages, and 
divider 
4.2.2 Testing Procedure and Results 
Testing of each specimen was carried out in the following sequence 
(a) The dimensions of specimens were measured and recorded 
(b) Load was applied initially in approximately equal increments of 15 kN The maximum gap 
was measured at each load increment 
(c) Load was applied in smaller increments towards the later stages of loading The recorded 
failure loads are shown in Table 4 1 From these results, it is evident that it is unsafe to 
ignore the eccentricity of the splices in the design because the failure loads of the splices are 
much smaller than the tensile strengths of the bolts, i e , 240 kN (54 0 kip) for 22 2 mm (7/8 
in) diameter bolts and 431 kN (96 9 kip) for 31 8 mm (1-1/4 in) diameter bolts, with the 
resistance factor taken as unity 
(d) From the load - maximum gap curves given in Shen [2002], average loads at first yield of the 
bolt were estimated as 80, 80, and 140 kN and are shown in Table 4 1 It can be readily 
observed that the failure loads are much greater than the loads at first yield, and the gaps are 
also very large The reason for this is the additional load after first yield was resisted not only 
by the bolt but also by the very high contact stresses on the compression side of the 
specimens 
(e) It should be noted that the second and third groups of test specimens have horizontal 
members welded to the tower legs that would increase the tensile resistance of the leg splice 
in the actual tower, since horizontal members would resist rotation and offset the effect of 
load eccentricity As only one leg is tested in the experimental setup, however, a short length 
of horizontal member would not increase the tensile resistance of the leg splice 
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4̂ Weld 
Section A - A 







(b) Specimens with horizontals (2nd and 3rd groups) 
Figure 4.3. Details of Test Specimens 
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Figure 4.4. Test Setup 
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4.3 PROPOSED METHOD 
The usual practice is to design the splice such that it behaves elastically. Therefore, the load at 
first yield can be taken as the maximum load that can be resisted by the splices. The following 
simplified method is proposed as a conservative design approach. The steps in this method are 
as follows: 
(1) Assume that the bolt is tightened to the minimum initial tension (equal to 70% of the specified 
minimum tensile strength). 
(2) Calculate the area of the ring and determine the initial bearing stress by dividing the initial 
bolt tension by the area of the ring. 
(3) Calculate the section static modulus of the ring-bolt assembly, based on the external 
diameter of the ring. 
(4) Determine the eccentricity of the load, defined as the distance between the centre of the leg 
to the centre of the bolt. Assume the effective eccentricity is half the actual eccentricity, 
resulting in a moment equal to Pe/2, where P is the load and e is the eccentricity. This 
assumption is justified because of fixity of the splice which is due to ring and horizontal 
members offsetting the effect of eccentricity. Calculate the load P that results in a tensile 
stress equal to the magnitude of the initial ring bearing (contact) stress. At this load, the 
contact stress is zero at the maximum gap location. The tensile stress in the bolt will still be 
the initial tensile stress (which is the initial tension divided by the nominal area of the bolt). 
(5) Determine the additional stress required to initiate failure of the bolt. This is equal to the 
specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolt minus the stress due to the initial tension. 
(6) Determine the additional moment required to induce this additional tensile stress in the bolt 
(this is assumed equal to the additional stress times the section modulus of the unthreaded 
portion of the bolt). 
(7) Calculate the additional load corresponding to this additional moment (P additional = M * 2/e, 
where M is the additional moment obtained in step 6). 
(8) Compute the total force P required to initiate yielding in the bolt (P calculated in step 4 + P 
calculated in step 7). 
The details of the calculations for the three groups of specimens are given in Table 4.2, and the 
results are given in Table 4.1. Comparing the values in the last two columns in Table 4.1, it can 
be readily seen that the loads according to the proposed method are in good agreement with the 
estimated yield loads obtained experimentally from load - maximum gap curves. 
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Column 2: From CSA S16-09 [CSA 2009] 
Column 3: Area = - x ^ - D , 2 ) 
Column 4: Bearing stress = Column (2) / Column (3) 
Column 5: Section modulus = — x D„3 
32 ° 
Column 6: Eccentricity = 0.5 x (D0 + di) 
Column 7: Area= — xD„2 
4 ° 
Column 8: Force = Bearing stress / (1 / Anng+boit + e / (2 * Snng+boit)) 
Column 9: Initial tensile stress = Column (2) / (— x d„ ) 
4 
Column 10: Additional stress = Fu of bolt - Column (9) 
Where Fu = 825 MPa (120 ksi) for db < 25.4 mm (1 in.) 
= 725 MPa (105 ksi) for db > 25.4 mm (1 in.) 
Column 11: Section modulus = — x dh
3 
32 b 
Column 12: Additional moment = Column (10) x Column (11) 
Column 13: Additional load = Column (12) x 2 / e 
Column 14: Total load = Column (8) + Column (13) 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
From this investigation, it can be concluded that it is unsafe to ignore the eccentricity of load in 
the design of ring-type bolted splices The splice should be designed for combined stresses due 
to axial tension and bending with a moment equal to the axial load times half the distance 
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CHAPTER 5 
PRYING ACTION IN BOLTED STEEL CIRCULAR FLANGE CONNECTIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
One common type of splice for solid round leg members of guyed lattice communication towers 
consists of circular flange plates welded to the members and bolted together. These splices will 
potentially be subjected to tension due to the applied lateral loads (wind or earthquake). Both 
CISC Handbook of Steel Construction [CISC 2010] and the AISC Steel Construction Manual 
[AISC 2005] discuss prying action only in tee-type and angle-type connections subjected to 
tensile force and no guidance is provided to determine the prying force in bolted steel circular 
flange connections. In order to use the formulas given in those publications discussed in Section 
5.2, one must determine the value of "p", i.e., the length of flange tributary to each bolt (bolt 
pitch). 
In the case of tee-type connections and angle-type connections, this dimension "p" is simply the 
spacing between the bolts in the longitudinal direction. It is assumed that in the case of circular 
flange connections, the bolt pitch can be taken as the distance between the centres of bolts 
measured along the bolt circle (which is equal to the circumference of the bolt circle divided by 
the number of bolts). In order to test the validity of this assumption, tests were carried out on ten 
bolted steel circular flange connections. This research has been published in the Canadian 
Journal of Civil Engineering [Kumalasari et al. 2006]. 
5.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Previous research on flanged joints for tubular legs were undertaken by British Steel at Cardiff 
University. Based on the research, it was recommended that the design strength of the bolts 
should be 20% higher than that of the tube, with the pitch circle diameter of the bolts should be as 
small as possible [Smith 2006]. 
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Two types of circular flange connections were included in the experimental investigation (Figures 
5.1(a) and (b)). Figure 5.1(a) is a regular circular flange connection with constant flange 
thickness. Figure 5.1(b) is a special type of connection where the ends of the flanges were milled 
a short distance to reduce the contact area of the flanges (which is subsequently to reduce prying 
action) while still maintaining the required minimum edge distance for the bolts. 
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a = 27 8 mm* 
a' = 34 1 mm 
b = 22 2 mm 
b' = 15 9 mm 
d = 12 7 mm 
d' = 15 9 mm 
p = 94 8 mm 
•cannot 














= 12 7 mm 
= 19 1 mm 
= 28 6 mm 
= 22 2 mm 
= 12 7 mm 
= 15 9 mm 
= 94 8 mm 
(a) (b) 
(a) Regular bolted steel circular flange connection (specimens # 1 and # 2) 
(b) Special type of bolted steel circular flange connection (specimens # 3 to # 10) 
Figure 5.1. Bolted Circular Flange Connection 
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All ten specimens of steel circular flange connections to splice tension members were made from 
38.1 mm (1-1/2 in.) diameter rod and 178 mm (7 in.) diameter flange plate. The flanges are from 
ASTM A572-50 grade (yield strength 345 MPa (50 ksi)). The flange thickness for the regular 
connection was 7.94 mm (5/16 in.) with a weld size of 19.1 mm (
3/4 in.). For the eight specimens of 
the special type of connection, the flange thicknesses varied from 9.53 mm (3/8 in.) to 19.1 mm 
(3/4 in.) (see column 2 of Table 5.1) with the end thickness reduced by 3.18 mm (V8 in.) for a 
distance of 15.9 mm (5/8 in.) as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The weld size for this special type of 
connection was 12.7 mm (V2 in.). All specimens were connected using four 12.7 mm (V2 in.) 
diameter ASTM A325 bolts with a bolt torque of 149 N-m (110 Ib-ft) on 121 mm (4-3/4 in.) bolt 
circle diameter. The bolt length was 57.2 mm (2-V4 in.) for 7.94 mm (
5A|6 in.) thick flange 
specimens and 63.5 mm (2-V2 in.) for other specimens. 
To determine the tensile strength of the bolts, tests were carried out on 15 bolts. It was found 
that the average tensile strength of bolts is 90.3 kN (20.3 kip) with a range of 88.1 to 94.7 kN 
(19.8 to 21.3 kip). The circular flange connections were tested in a 600 kN (135 kip) Tinius Olsen 
Universal Testing Machine as shown in Figure 5.2 and the failure loads (peak loads) are given in 
column 3 of Table 5.1. For connections with flange plates with a thickness of 9.53 mm (3/8 in.) or 
less, the failure was by excessive bending of the flange plates with consequent elongation and 
bending of the bolts (Figure 5.3). For connections with thicker flange plates, the specimens failed 
through the fracturing of bolts, as shown in Figure 5.4, which is a close-up of failed specimen # 6. 
The load-elongation curve for this specimen is shown in Figure 5.5. Initially, the load-elongation 
curve was linear, as expected. Under increasing load the bolts elongated, and the load-
elongation curve became flatter. Finally, failure occurred at 324 kN because two bolts fractured 
(Figure 5.4). 
From the tensile strength of the bolts and the failure load of the connection, the prying force is 
calculated as follows: 
[5.1] Total prying force = (Number of bolts x Tensile strength of one bolt) - Experimental failure 
load 
[5.2] Prying force per bolt = Total prying force / Number of bolts 
These experimentally determined prying forces are compared with the values calculated from the 
equations available in the CISC Handbook and AISC Manual as written in the following sub-
sections. 
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Figure 5.2. Test Setup 
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Figure 5.3. Excessive Bending of Flange Plates and Elongation of Bolts 





0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Elongation of the connection (mm) 
8.0 
Figure 5.5. Load-elongation Curve for Specimen # 6 
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5.3.1 Calculation of Prying Force according to CISC Handbook of Steel Construction 
[CISC 2010] 
Refer to Figures 5.1(a) and (b). 
4xb 'x103 
[5.3] K = 
<)> x p x F 
[5.4] 5 = 1 - — 
P 
[5.5] cc = 
'KxP, ^ 1 
X — 
5 
[5.6] Q = P f x f ^ x -
5 > < a 
\a' 1 + 6 x a / 
where, 
a = distance from bolt line to edge of flange (not more than 1.25 b), (mm) 
a = a + — , (mm) 
2 
b = distance from bolt line to face of fillet welds, (mm) 
b' = b - * , ( m m ) 
d = bolt diameter, (mm) 
d' = nominal hole diameter, (mm) 
K = parameter as defined in Equation [5.3] 
p = length of flange tributary of each bolt, or bolt pitch, (mm) 
Pf = applied tensile load per bolt, (kN) 
Q = prying force per bolt, (kN) 
t = thickness of flange, (mm) 
Fy = yield strength of flange material, (MPa) 
<j) = resistance factor for the material, 0.9 (but taken as 1.0 for the investigation) 
5.3.2 Calculation of Prying Force according to AISC Steel Construction Manual [AISC 
2005] 
Refer to Figures 5.1(a) and (b). 
[57] t 4.44x + xr,xb' 
V PxF, 
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[5.8] a = | 
o 
^.(il'-i 
<|) x rn ^ t 
[5.9] Q = <|)xrn 
>0 
oxa x — x 
a' 
where, 
a, a', b, b', d, d', p, t, as defined earlier (in units of inches) 
Pf = applied tensile load per bolt, kip 
Fy = yield strength of flange material, ksi 
5 = as defined in Equation [5.4] 
tc = flange thickness required to develop design tensile strength of bolts with no prying action, 
(in.) 
rn = tensile strength of the bolt, kip 
<|> = resistance factor for the bolt, 0.9, but taken as 1.0 for the investigation, therefore the 
constant 4.44 in Equation [5.7] (which is derived from 4/§) becomes 4 in the calculation. 
5.4 COMPARISON OF PRYING FORCES OBTAINED FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATION AND THOSE OBTAINED FROM CISC AND AISC 
The nominal yield strength of the flange, i.e., 345 MPa (50 ksi), was used in these calculation. 
The bolt pitch is taken as the distance between the centres of bolts along the bolt circle (which is 
equal to the circumference of the bolt circle divided by the number of bolts), and the results are 
presented in columns 7 and 8 of Table 5.1. 
It should be pointed out that in the calculations of the prying forces based on Equation [5.1], the 
average value is used for the tensile strength of the bolt. Variation in the tensile strength between 
individual bolts is not considered in the calculations since both tests of the individual bolts and the 
flanges were destructive and there were limited number of available test specimens. This 
explains the discrepancy between the experimentally determined prying force and the calculated 
prying force. This also makes it impossible to determine the error in the predicted prying force as 
a percentage of the failure load. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are applicable for the connection size and shapes used in the 
investigation. A comparison of columns 6, 7, and 8 of Table 5.1 clearly shows that the 
assumption regarding the bolt pitch "p" as the distance between the centres of bolts along the bolt 
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circle, is reasonable. Therefore, the equations given in the CISC Handbook and AISC Manual 
can be used to calculate the prying force in circular flange connections also in addition to tee-type 
and angle-type hangers. The prying forces calculated based on CISC Handbook yield the same 
values with the values obtained using AISC Manual. 
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CHAPTER 6 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF SOLID ROUND STEEL MEMBERS 
STRENGTHENED WITH SPLIT PIPES 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Communication towers are in high demand due to the ongoing increase of wireless activity. 
However, due to high cost, availability of land, and building permit restrictions, it is not always 
feasible to build a new communication tower to increase wireless coverage. Wireless providers 
have to share existing towers which causes additional loading and overstresses on tower legs 
and diagonals, especially for slender towers located in regions with high wind pressure and/or 
thick rime icing. 
For lattice tower structures with leg and diagonal members of angle sections (which also known 
as knock-down towers), strengthening can be done by adding angle sub-bracings, or by replacing 
diagonal sections with back-to-back angle or bigger angle sections as shown in Figure 6.1. 
However, for all-weld sections made from solid rounds or for monopoles, strengthening is 
sometimes found to be challenging for tower engineers. Since lattice self-supporting and guyed 
towers are subjected to higher wind loads than monopoles due to the typical height of the 
structures, this chapter focuses on the strengthening of solid rounds for lattice tower structures 
only. 
The common methods for strengthening solid rounds are by (i) reducing the effective buckling 
length of main members (either tower leg or diagonals) by using bolt-on secondary members 
(sub-bracings or Y-bracings), and (ii) attaching additional members parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of the main members as shown in Figure 6.2, commonly known as splints. The calculation of 
compressive strength of strengthened member using the first method is straightforward. 
However, for towers crowded with existing antennas and mounts, this is not always feasible due 
to intersection of antenna mounts and strengthening members. Coping the antenna mounts to 
accommodate the strengthening members is not desirable either. 
The second method is commonly done by attaching angle splints for solid rounds with small 
diameter, and attaching channel splints for larger diameter solid rounds. However the 
intersection between the angle and channel sections with existing antenna mounts, as mentioned 
in the first method, is still a problem. Some tower designers proposed to strengthen solid round 
members with split pipes. A split pipe is made by dividing one single pipe into two sections of 
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(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
Figure 6.1. Strengthening with Sub-bracings 
mya 
(a) Diagonal members strengthened with angle splints 
(b) Leg members strengthened with channel splints 
(courtesy of Westower Communications Ltd ) 
Figure 6.2. Strengthening with Splints 
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equal cross-sectional area. Those split pipes are attached longitudinally to the main member 
using U-bolts, tabs, or welds. Strengthening with split pipes can reduce the possible intersection 
with outstanding angle antenna mounts and also can reduce the exposed wind area of 
strengthening members, compared with angle or channel splints. 
The common method used by tower design engineers to calculate the compressive strength of 
splint-strengthened members is by reducing the effective length by half. The choice of splint size 
is chosen based on the area of the splint/strengthening members to be the same or larger than 
the cross-section area of the main member. This method is an approximation and thus more 
precise calculation of compressive strength is needed. Previous research has been done on 
strengthening with angle splints and solid round splints [Kumalasari et al. 2006, 2005]. Therefore, 
this chapter discusses the compressive strength of solid round strengthened with split pipes. 
6.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
6.2.1 Compressive Strength of Columns 
The strength of a column is defined as the maximum compressive force that the column can 
resist without excessive lateral deformation or plastic deformation. For cold-formed steel columns 
which are perfectly straight with concentric loading, the strength of the column is given by the 
critical-load theory. For hot-rolled steel columns which are geometrically imperfect and/or slightly 
eccentrically loaded, the strength of the column is given by the theory of imperfect column. In 
general, the column strength must be determined by including imperfections, material non-
linearity, and residual stress effects. 
6.2.1.1 Critical-load theory 
The strength of a perfectly straight, linearly elastic homogenous column with concentric loading 
was first given by Euler in 1744 [Bleich 1952]. The critical load (or Euler load) is defined as the 
axial load which is sufficient to maintain the bar in such a slightly bent form. If the load is less 
than the critical value, the bar remains straight and undergoes only axial compression. When the 
load is increased gradually, the straight form of equilibrium becomes unstable and a small lateral 
force produces an irreversible deflection that does not disappear when the lateral force is 
removed [Timoshenko and Gere 1961]. The Euler load, PE (also known as Pcr), at which buckling 
first begins, is given by: 
[6.1] P E = - ^ -E (KL)2 
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where E is the modulus of elasticity, / is the moment of inertia of the column, and KL is the 
effective length of column Lamarle in 1845 had established the elastic limit as the limit of validity 
of Euler's formula If the compressive stress reaches the proportional or elastic limit before 
buckling can occur, Equation [6 1] cannot be used 
Engesser presented the tangent-modulus theory in 1889 for inelastic buckling In 1891, 
Considere predicted that the column strength in the case of inelastic buckling may be determined 
by a generalized Euler formula, 
[62] P = i ^ i 1 J (KL)2 
where £ is a variable modulus varying between Young's modulus and tangent modulus 
Engesser in 1895 acknowledged Considered concept and gave an improved solution of the 
column problem by presenting his "double-modulus" theory also called "reduced-modulus" theory 
Engesser's theoretical studies were shown to be correct by a series of very careful tests 
performed by Karman in 1908 
Timoshenko and Gere [1961] discussed the buckling of bars with changes in cross-section, since 
bars with uniform cross-section are not the most economical to carry compressive loads The 
stability of columns can be increased by riveting or welding additional plates or angles along 
portions of its length If "a" is the length of the strengthening member, L is the length of the 
column, and U and l2 are the moments of inertia of un-strengthened and strengthened cross-
sections, the Euler load for this type of column can be calculated from the following equation 
[6 3] P E = ^ 
a I 
where m is the numerical factor depending on the ratios of — and — 
* - '2 
Dinnik [1932] calculated several values of m for both hinged-end and fixed-end columns 
6.2.1.2 Imperfect column theory 
Out-of-straightness of the column and/or eccentricity of the load which are unavoidable in 
practice, introduce bending from the start of loading Therefore, for real columns, there is no 
bifurcation of equilibrium, i e , no critical load, but only a buckling load 
The principal imperfections that make an actual column different than an ideal column are 
[Timoshenko and Gere 1961] 
1 Unavoidable load eccentricity, 
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2. Initial curvature of the column; and 
3. Non-homogenous material of the column. 
To apply Euler's formula in column design, various imperfections in a column are compensated 
for with safety factors determined from previous experimental investigation by several 
researchers [Timoshenko and Gere 1961]. 
6.2.2 Column Design based on Strength Theory 
The present state of research is. such that if the following information is known, accurate 
calculation of the maximum strength is possible [Ziemian 2010]: 
1. Material properties (i.e., yield stress Fy and modulus of elasticity E); 
2. Cross-sectional dimensions; 
3. Distribution of the residual stresses; 
4. The shape and magnitude of initial out-of-straightness; and 
5. The moment-rotation relationship of the end restraint. 
The design of structural steel columns is based on formulas proposed by Structural Stability 
Research Council (SSRC). The formulas were adopted by American Institute of Steel 
Construction (AISC), with safety factors applied to be used in design of steel columns [Craig 
1996]. For long columns, the Euler formula, Equation [6.1], is used as long as proportional limit of 
the material is not exceeded. 
Due to large residual stresses which occur during the rolling process, AISC limits the range of 
validity of Euler's formula to those values of effective slenderness ratio KL/r for which critical 
stress F„ is less than 0.5 times yield stress Fy. This KL/r, which differentiates a long column from 
a short column, is called critical slenderness ratio [Young and Budynas 2002] and written as 
follows: 
For a short column, several formulas are used, e.g., secant formula with eccentric ratio of 0.25 
(which was based on tests on structural steel columns), Rankine formula, polynomial, and 
exponential formulas [Young and Budynas 2002]. The Column Research Council proposed the 
use of parabolic curve, sometimes called Johnson column formula, 
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[6.5] 5=- = 1 - ^ r \ 
In North America, calculation of compressive resistance is based on either Canadian Standard or 
American Specification discussed in the following section. 
6.2.2.1 Compressive resistance of solid round steel members as per the Canadian 
Standard S16-09 [CISC 2010] 
The Canadian Standard, CSA S16-09, specifies the compressive resistance as follows: 
[6.6] Cr =4>AFy(l + X
2n)"^ 
where the resistance factor <j> = 0.9. 
The non-dimensional slenderness parameter X is given by: 
6.2.2.2 Compressive resistance of solid round steel members as per American 
Specification [AISC 2005] 
Compressive resistance according to AISC-LRFD Specification is as follows: 
[6.8] C r=*AF„ 
where the resistance factor <j> = 0.9. 
[6.9] For 1< 1.5, F„ =0.658,2FV 
[6.10] For i > 1.5, F „ = ^ ^ F , 
X is as defined in Equation [6.4]. 
Where 
A = gross area of cross-section 
E = Young's modulus of elasticity 
Fcr = critical stress 
Fy = specified minimum yield stress 
K = effective length factor 
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L = unbraced length of the member 
n = parameter for compressive resistance (1.34 for angles and hot-rolled solid rounds up to 51 
mm in diameter) 
r = minimum radius of gyration 
ij) = resistance factor 
X = non-dimensional slenderness parameter 
6.2.2.3 Compressive resistance of strengthened solid round steel members 
Since 2003, the study of the compressive strength of solid round steel members strengthened 
with angle or solid round splints, with various types of connections between the main member 
and the strengthening member, has been conducted at the University of Windsor. 
Results of experimental investigation conducted in the University of Windsor for solid round steel 
members strengthened with rods or angles were published by Kumalasari et al. [2005, 2006], 
Madugula et al. [2007], and Ziemian [2010]. Based on the experimental results, simple and 
conservative methods to calculate strengthened solid round steel members were proposed. 
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Fifty-seven steel solid round members, 51 mm (2 in.) diameter, with 102 x 102 x 13 mm (4 x 4 x 
Vi in.) plates at top and bottom, were tested at the Structural Laboratory of the University of 
Windsor to determine the compressive strength of solid round members strengthened with 7.01 
mm (0.276 in.) thick split pipes. Out of the 57 specimens, 18 were 1524 mm (60 in.) long and the 
others were 762 mm (30 in.) long. The average yield stress and tensile stress of the solid round 
are 414 MPa and 563 MPa, respectively. For the split pipe, the average yield stress and tensile 
stress are 550 MPa and 613 MPa, respectively. Those values were obtained from mill test 
certificates accompanying the test specimens. 
In order to determine the effect of connection types on the compressive strength of strengthened 
member, there are four types of connections used to attach the strengthening member to the 
main member, i.e.: 
1. U-bolts; 
2. Tabs; 
3. Stitch weld; and 
4. U-bolts with welds at the end of the strengthening member. 
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The 18 test specimens, RF60 series, 1524 mm long, as summarized in Table 6.1, consisted of: 
1. Three specimens un-strengthened, RF60, as shown in Figure 6.3(a); 
2. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF60-B1, 73 mm (2-7/8 in.) diameter and 
1372 mm (54 in.) long, connected with eight U-bolts, as shown in Figure 6.3(b); 
3. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF60-B2, 73 mm diameter and 1372 mm 
long, connected with eight tabs, as shown in Figure 6.3(c); 
4. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF60-B4, 73 mm diameter and 610 mm 
(24 in.) long, connected with four U-bolts, as shown in Figure 6.3(d); 
5. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF60-W1, 73 mm diameter and 1372 
mm long, connected with 3 mm (V8 in.) stitch welds, as shown in Figure 6.3(e); 
6. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF60-W2, 73 mm diameter and 1372 
mm long, connected with six U-bolts and 3 mm (1/8 in.) end welds, as shown in Figure 6.3(f). 
The 39 test specimens, RF30 series, 762 mm long, as summarized in Table 6.2, consisted of: 
1. Twenty seven un-strengthened specimens, RF30, as shown in Figure 6.4(a); 
2. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF30-B1, 73 mm (2-7/8 in.) diameter and 
610 mm (24 in.) long, connected with four U-bolts, as shown in Figure 6.4(b); 
3. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF30-B2, 73 mm diameter and 610 mm 
long, connected with four tabs, as shown in Figure 6.4(c); 
4. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF30-W1, 73 mm and 610 mm long, 
connected with 3 mm (1/8 in.) stitch welds, as shown in Figure 6.4(d); 
5. Three specimens strengthened with two split pipes, RF30-W2, 73 mm and 610 mm long, 
connected with two U-bolts and 3 mm (1/8 in.) end welds, as shown in Figure 6.4(e). 
6.3.1 Test Details and Results for 1524 mm Long Test Specimens 
6.3.1.1 Determination of suitable test setup 
Tests were first conducted on un-strengthened specimens to determine a suitable test setup. 
The test setup is said to be acceptable if the failure load of an un-strengthened specimen is close 
to the analytical results of compressive strength with a fixed-end condition. Equations [6.6] and 
[6.8], with effective length factor K of 0.5, Young's modulus E of 206,700 MPa (30,000 ksi), yield 
strength Fy of 414 MPa (61.5 ksi), and resistance factor <j> of 1.0, results in compressive strength 
of 584 kN (131 kip) and 628 kN (141 kip), respectively. It was expected that the test results 
should be very close to these results. 
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Table 6.1. Details and Specimens ID of 1524 mm (60 in.) Long Test Specimens 
Specimen Number of Split pipes strengthening member3 
ID specimens L e n g t h u-bolts
b Tabs" Stitch wekf Endweldd 
RF60 3 
RF60-B1 3 1372(54") 8-178(7") 
RF60-B2 3 1372(54") - 8-178(7") 
RF60-B4 3 610(24") 4-178(7") 
RF60-W1 3 1372(54") 
RF60-W2 3 1372(54") 6-178(7") - - 3 ( V ) - 76 (3") 
a Unless specified, units of length and distance are in millimetres 
b [Number of U-bolts or tabs] - [Distance to centre-to-centre (pitch) of U-bolts or tabs] 
c [Size of Weld] 
[Length of Weld] - [Pitch of Weld] 
d [Size of Weld] - [Pitch of Weld] 
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(a) RF60 (b) RF60-B1 (c) RF60-B2 
Figure 6.3. Details of 1524 mm (60 in.) Long Test Specimens (RF60 Series) 
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Figure 6.3. Details of 1524 mm (60 in.) Long Test Specimens (RF60 Series) (concluded) 
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3 (V8") - 76 (3") 
b [Number of U-bolts or tabs] - [Distance to centre-to-centre (pitch) of U-bolts or tabs] 
0 [Size of Weld] 
[Length of Weld] - [Pitch of Weld] 
d [Size of Weld]- [Pitch of Weld] 
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Figure 6.4. Details of 762 mm (30 in.) Long Test Specimens (RF30 Series) 
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Figure 6.4. Details of 762 mm (30 in.) Long Test Specimens (RF30 Series) (concluded) 
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The first specimen, RF60 - 1, was placed in a bare foundation and tested directly under load cell 
as shown in Figure 6.5(a). The failure load was 455 kN (102 kip), 11% less than expected value. 
It was noticed that the load was not distributed uniformly to the specimen due to rotation at the 
top of the specimen. Therefore, this result was disregarded. To improve the test setup, 13 mm 
(V2" in.) thick rubber pads were provided at the top and bottom of the second specimen (RF60 -
2) as shown in Figure 6.5(b). It was expected that the pads would distribute the load uniformly. 
However, the rubber pads allowed the specimen to slip from the original position. Due to the 
large eccentricity, the failure load was only 425 kN (96 kip) and this also was disregarded. 
A better test setup was provided for the third specimen (RF60 - 3). At the bottom of the 
specimen, there were four bars with cross section of approximately 51 mm by 51 mm (2 in. by 2 
in.) on four sides of the bottom plate, thus preventing the bottom plate from slipping (Figure 
6.6(a)). There were also two clamps attached to the load cell to prevent slippage at the top 
(Figure 6.6(b)). The failure load of the third specimen was 636 kN (143 kip), as shown in Figure 
6.7. This test setup yielded satisfactory result and was used for testing the other specimens. 
6.3.1.2 Test details for strengthened specimens 
For strengthened specimens, foil strain gages were attached to the solid round and split pipes to 
determine the load carried by the strengthening members. For specimen RF60-B2 - 1 , the strain 
gage readings were done manually, thus the readings at failure could not be recorded. To record 
the strain gage readings at failure, a MEGADAC data acquisition system with frequency of 1 Hz 
was used for the remaining specimens. 
Since the failure loads of welded specimens (RF60-W1 and RF60-W2) were first expected to 
exceed 890 kN (200 kip), another test setup with different load cell and hydraulic jack was used. 
The capacity of the load cell used for second test setup was 2670 kN (600 kip). At the bottom of 
the specimen, there were two plates bolted to the floor to prevent bottom plate from slipping. 
The location of strain gages for specimens RF60-B1, RF60-B4, RF60-W1, and RF60-W2 are 
shown in Figure 6.8, and those for specimens RF60-B2 are shown in Figure 6.9(a) to 6.9(c). For 
simplicity, only imperial units are used on those figures. The strain readings versus the applied 
loads for every 1/10 increment of the failure load are shown in Tables 6.3 to 6.17. Photographs 
after failure for specimens RF60-B2 - 1 , RF60-B4 - 1 , and RF60-W1 -1 are shown in Figure 6.10. 
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(a) RF60 -1 (b) RF60 - 2 
Figure 6.5. Specimens RF60 -1 and RF60 - 2 
(a) Bottom (b) Top 




I Speci/ren ID RF60 - 3 Date October 31. 2006 Failure lead 636 kN (143 kips) 
I ft 
Figure 6.7. Specimen RF60 - 3 
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Ch 1-3' l l-Ch 4-6 Ch 2 
Ch 3 Ch 6 
Section A - A 
Figure 6.8. Strain Gage Locations for Specimens RF60-B1, RF60-B4, RF60-W1, 
and RF60-W2 
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Ch 1-4 
Section A - A 
(a) RF60-B2 -1 
Ch 1-4 — X 
Section A - A 
(b) RF60 - B2 - 2 
Figure 6.9. Strain Gages Locations of Specimen RF60-B2 
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Section A - A 
Ch 9 f f C h 10 
(c) RF60-B2 - 3 
Figure 6.9. Strain Gages Locations of Specimen RF60-B2 (concluded) 
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* Damaged during loading and no reading was recorded 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) RF60-B2 -1 
(b) RF60-B4 -1 (c) RF60-W1 -1 
Figure 6.10. Photographs of Specimens after Failure (RF60 Series) 
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6.3.1.3 Test results 
The failure loads for 1524 mm long specimens are summarized in Table 6.18. Percentage 
increase of compressive strength due to strengthening (relative to the average compressive 
strength of un-strengthened specimen) is calculated and shown in the last column of the same 
table. 
6.3.2 Test Details and Results for 762 mm Long Test Specimens 
6.3.2.1 Determination of suitable test setup 
Similar with experimental investigation for 1524 mm long test specimens, tests were first 
conducted on un-strengthened specimens to determine a suitable test setup. Analytical 
calculation as per Equations [6.6] and [6.8] with effective length factor K of 0.5, Young's modulus 
E of 200,000 MPa (30,000 ksi), yield strength Fy of 424 MPa (61.5 ksi), and resistance factor # of 
1.0, results in 797 kN (179 kip) and 795 kN (178 kip), respectively. 
At the bottom end of the specimen, four 50.8 x 50.8 mm (2x2 in.), 102 mm (4 in.) long bars were 
placed on four sides of the bottom plate, thus preventing the bottom plate from slipping. The 
specimens were tested using a 2670 kN (600 kip) load cell as shown in Figure 6.11. The failure 
loads for the first two specimens, RF30 - 1 and RF30 - 2, were 672 and 712 kN (151 and 160 
kip), respectively. However, it was noticed that the flange of supporting beam located at the 
bottom of the specimen was bent. Therefore, these results were disregarded and adequate 
stiffeners were later provided to the beam flange. The failure loads of 27 un-strengthened 
specimens are shown in Table 6.19. 
6.3.2.2 Test details for strengthened specimens 
Six strain gages were attached to the split pipes to determine the load carried by the 
strengthening members. The location of strain gages for each specimen is shown in Figure 6.12. 
The applied load and strain gage readings are shown in Tables 6.20 to 6.31. 
6.3.2.3 Test results 
The failure loads of 762 mm long specimens, which are short columns (since 1524 mm long 
specimens are short columns as discussed in Section 6.3.1.3), and percentage increase of 
strength due to strengthening are shown in Table 6.32. The strain gages readings were used to 
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RF60 - 2 
RF60- 3 
RF60-B1 -1 
RF60-B1 - 2 
RF60-B1 - 3 
RF60-B2 -1 
RF60-B2 - 2 
RF60-B2 - 3 
RF60-B4 - 1 
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RF60-W1 -1 
RF60-W1 - 2 
RF60-W1 - 3 
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RF60-W2 - 2 




































































Note * Minimum value of (i) maximum load based on strain reading and (II) maximum load based on normal 
stress 
Unsatisfactory test setup, hence these are not included in the calculation of average failure load 
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Figure 6.11. Test Setup for 762 mm Long Test Specimens (RF30 Series) 
Table 6.19. Failure Loads of 762 mm Long Un-strengthened Test Specimens (RF30 Series) 
Specimen ID 
RF30-1 
RF30 - 2 
RF30- 3 
RF30- 4 
RF30 - 5 
RF30- 6 
RF30- 7 























































Average failure load = 871 kN 
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Ch. 3 Ch. 6 
Section A - A 
Figure 6.12. Strain Gage Locations for 762 mm Long Test Specimens (RF30 Series) 
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Table 6.20. Strain Gage Readings for RF30-B1 - 1 
Load Strain (u) 





























































Damaged during loading and no reading was recorded 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RF30 -1 to 
RF30- 27 
RF30-B1 -1 
RF30-B1 - 2 
RF30-B1 - 3 
RF30-B2 - 1 
RF30-B2 - 2 
RF30-B2 - 3 
RF30-W1 -1 
RF30-W1 - 2 
RF30-W1 - 3 
RF30-W2 -1 
RF30-W2 - 2 


























































Note * Minimum value of (i) maximum load based on strain reading and (u) maximum load based on normal 
stress 
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determine percentage of load carried out by strengthening members, which are also shown in the 
same table. 
6.3.3 Conclusions 
6.3.3.1 Conclusions on Experimental Results on 1524 mm Long Test Specimens (RF60 
Series) 
Based on test results shown in Table 6.32, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The critical slenderness ratio, from Equation [6.4] and using Fy of 414 MPa, was calculated to 
be 99. The actual slenderness ratio, KL/r, is 60, thus categorizing 1524 mm specimens as 
short columns. From Johnson column formula (Equation [6.5]) and Fy of 414 MPa, Fcrwas 
found to be 338 MPa. The critical column load is 686 kN, close with the failure loads of 
strengthened specimens listed in Table 6.18. 
2. The percentage increase of compressive strength of solid round strengthened with 1372 mm 
long split pipes (RF60-B1) was 18%, and those of solid round strengthened with 610 mm long 
split pipes (RF60-B4) was 15%. Although it will significantly reduce the structure's weight 
and fabrication costs by using shorter strengthening members, the critical area of buckling 
(which depends on the initial imperfection of the leg member) is not always in the middle of 
the leg member (as shown in Figure 6.10(b)), which makes the location of the strengthening 
members not easy to determine. Therefore it is recommended to use strengthening 
members along the entire leg member. 
3. Comparing RF60-B1 and RF60-W2, it is obvious that end welds increase the strength of leg 
member. The percentage increase in strength of specimen strengthened with split pipes 
using U-bolts alone (RF60-B1) was 18%, and that strengthened with split pipes using U-bolts 
and end welds (RF60-W2) was 27%. 
4. The strength increase for specimen strengthened with 1372 mm long split pipes using stitch 
welds (RF60-W1) was only 18%, the same as that using U-bolts (RF60-B1). Comparing 
RF60-B2 (strengthening members connected using tabs) with RF60-W2 (strengthening 
members connected using U-bolts and end welds), both results in approximately 26% 
increase in strength. It is recommended to connect the strengthening members using U-bolts 
or tabs since welding is expensive and not easily feasible on higher elevation. 
6.3.3.2 Conclusions on Experimental Results on 762 mm Long Test Specimens (RF30 
Series) 
Based on test results shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
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1. The percentage increase of compressive strength of solid round strengthened with split pipes 
using U-bolts and tabs (RF60-B1 and RF60-B2) was 5% and 2%, respectively. There is only 
slight benefit of strengthening. From Johnson column formula, Fcr was found to be 395 MPa 
and the critical load is 801 kN. Since the average failure loads of RF60-B1 and RF60-B2 
were 916 and 890 kN, respectively, it can be concluded that those specimens failed due to 
inelastic buckling since they are very close with 900 kN critical load. For short specimens 
failed by inelastic buckling, there is no advantage of connecting the strengthening members 
with U-bolts or tabs. 
2. Comparing the results of RF60-B1 and RF60-B2 with those of specimens strengthened with 
split pipes using stitch welds (RF60-W1) and using U-bolts and end welds (RF60-W2), which 
are 34% and 37%, respectively, it is obvious that connecting the strengthening members 
using welds provides more favourable results. By using welds, the solid round and the 
strengthening members resisted the load together as a composite member. Therefore, for 
short specimens, it is recommended that strengthening members be connected to the main 
member using welds. 
6.4 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
Since experimental investigation was not always feasible to do due to non-availability of space 
and/or test equipment, finite element models are required to determine the compressive strength 
of larger size solid round steel members strengthened with split pipes. Finite element models 
were built to simulate the experimental investigation discussed in the previous section. The 
results from finite element analysis would be compared with those of experimental investigation to 
determine if the finite element models are suitable and can be used to determine compressive 
strength of any size of solid round steel members strengthened with split pipes. 
6.4.1 Finite Element Modelling using ABAQUS 
The test specimens discussed in previous section were modelled using ABAQUS version 6.7 
[Simulia 2007]. The 1524 mm long solid round test specimens were modelled using 11520 C3D6 
(6-node linear triangular prism) as shown in Figure 6.13. Half of this number of elements was 
used for the 762 mm long test specimens. Each 1372 mm long split pipe was modelled using 
4320 C3D8 element, as shown in Figure 6.14, and the number of elements of each 610 mm split 
pipe is 1920. Both C3D6 and C3D8 are solid (continuum) elements with first-order (linear) 
interpolation which are used for essentially constant strain elements. Higher order elements are 
generally for elliptic problems (the governing partial differential equations are elliptic in character, 
such as elasticity, heat conduction, acoustics, in which smoothness of the solution is assured). 
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(a) 3-D view 
(b) Cross-section view 
Figure 6.13. Finite Element Models of 1524 mm Long Un-strengthened Test Specimen 
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(a) 3-D view 
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(b) Cross-section view 
Figure 6.14. Finite Element Models of 1524 mm Long Strengthened Test Specimen 
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Surfaces were defined on the contact area between the solid round and split pipes A small 
sliding interaction was used to simulate the contact pair simulation between those surfaces 
Small sliding, which assumes that although two bodies may undergo large motions, allows 
relatively little sliding of one surface along the other [Simulia 2007] With this formulation the 
contacting surfaces can undergo only relatively small sliding relative to each other, but arbitrary 
rotation of the bodies is permitted This interaction were chosen since there were intermittent 
connections between the leg member and the strengthening member to prevent large sliding but 
still allowing independent rotation of each member A friction coefficient of 0 025 was defined in 
the sliding interaction A zero friction coefficient means that no shear forces will develop and the 
contact surfaces are free to slide To take into account imperfection on the surfaces of leg 
members and strengthening member preventing the load transfer, it was assumed that only very 
small shear force will develop and a very small number was chosen to model friction between the 
two surfaces 
For boundary conditions, the degrees of freedom 1 to 3 (ux, uy, and uz) at the bottom elements of 
the model were constrained For the top elements of the model, the degrees of freedom 1 and 2 
(ux and uy) were constrained 
The material properties used are based on the mill test certificates accompanying the test 
specimens The yield stress and tensile stress of the solid round are 414 MPa and 563 MPa, 
respectively For the split pipe, the yield stress and tensile stress are 550 MPa and 613 MPa, 
respectively The Young's modulus of elasticity is 200 GPa and the Poisson's ratio is for 0 3 
In practice, strengthening members are usually designed with the assumption that connections 
have more capacity than those of the members, which means no failure of the connections This 
no connection failure assumption was also supported by experimental investigation discussed on 
the previous section For strengthening members, the TIE multi-point connections in *MPC 
option were defined between connected nodes This type of multi-point constraint makes all 
degrees of freedom equal between the two nodes, and was used for modelling both the U-bolt 
and weld connections 
6.4.2 Analysis Procedures 
6.4.2.1 Eigenvalue buckling prediction [Simulia 2007] 
Eigenvalue buckling analysis is generally used to estimate the critical (bifurcation) load of "stiff' 
structures ABAQUS has the capability of estimating the elastic buckling by eigenvalue 
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extraction This estimation is typically useful for "stiff' structures, where the pre-buckhng 
response is almost linear The buckling load estimation is obtained as a multiplier of the pattern 
of perturbation loads, which are added to a set of base state loads The base state of the 
structure may have resulted from any type of response history, including non-linear effects It 
represents the initial state to which the perturbation loads are added The response to the 
perturbation loads must be elastic up to the estimated buckling load values for the eigenvalue to 
be realistic 
In simple cases, linear eigenvalue analysis may be sufficient for design evaluation But if there is 
concern about material non-linearity, geometric non-linearity prior to buckling, or unstable post-
buckling response, a load-deflection analysis (e g , modified static Riks method) must be 
performed to investigate the problem further 
6.4.2.2 Modified Riks algorithm [Simulia 2007] 
It is necessary to obtain non-linear static equilibrium solutions for unstable problems, where the 
load-displacement response can exhibit a behaviour similar to the behaviour sketched in Figure 
6 15(a), i e , during periods of response, the load and/or the displacement may decrease as the 
solution evolves The modified Riks method is an algorithm that allows effective solution of such 
cases It is assumed that the loading is proportional (Figure 6 15(b)), i e , all load magnitudes 
vary with a single scalar parameter It is also assumed that the response is reasonably smooth, 
i e , sudden bifurcations do not occur 
The essence of the method is that the solution is viewed as the discovery of a single equilibrium 
path in a space defined by the nodal variables and the loading parameter Development of the 
solution requires that the path is traversed as far as required The basic algorithm remains the 
Newton method Therefore, there will be a finite radius of convergence at any time Further, 
many of the materials (and possibly loadings) of interest will have path-dependent response For 
these reasons, it is essential to limit the increment size 
In the modified Riks algorithm, the increment size is limited by moving a given distance 
(determined by the standard, convergence rate-dependent, automatic increment algorithm for 
static case) along the tangent line to the current solution point and then searching for equilibrium 
in the plane that passes through the point thus obtained and that is orthogonal to the same 
tangent line Here the geometry referred to is the space of displacements, rotations, and the load 
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Figure 6.15. Load-Displacement Curves of Unstable Response [Simulia 2007] 
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ABAQUS defines P" (N = 1, 2, ... are the degrees of freedom of the model) as the loading 
pattern, and X as the load magnitude parameter. At any time, the actual load state is XPN, and uN 
be the displacements at that time. The solution space is scaled to make the dimensions 
approximately the same magnitude on each axis. In ABAQUS this is done by measuring the 
maximum absolute value of all displacement variables in the initial (linear) iteration. 
The Riks method uses the load magnitude as an additional unknown, it solves simultaneously for 
loads and displacements. Another quantity, i.e., "arc length", is used to measure the progress of 
the solution along the static equilibrium path in load-displacement space. This approach provides 
solutions regardless of whether the response is stable or unstable. This method, which is 
available in ABAQUS, is generally used to predict unstable, geometrically non-linear collapse of a 
structure. This method can also include non-linear materials and boundary conditions and often 
follows an eigenvalue buckling analysis to provide complete information about a structure's 
collapse. It can be used to solve post-buckling problems, both with stable and unstable post-
buckling behaviour. 
However, the exact post-buckling response cannot be analyzed directly due to the discontinuous 
response at the point of buckling. To analyze a post-buckling problem, it must be turned into a 
problem with continuous response instead of bifurcation. This effect can be accomplished by 
introducing an initial imperfection into a "perfect" geometry so that there is some response in the 
buckling mode before the critical load is reached. The imperfections are usually introduced by 
perturbations in the geometry, although perturbations in loads or boundary conditions can also be 
used to introduce initial imperfections. 
Unless the precise shape of an imperfection is known, an imperfection consisting of multiple 
superimposed buckling modes must be introduced. In this way, the Riks method can be used to 
perform post-buckling analyses of structures that show linear behaviour prior to (bifurcation) 
buckling. Imperfections based on linear buckling modes can also be useful for the analysis of 
structures that behave inelastically prior to reaching peak load. 
6.4.3 Analysis Steps 
For each model, there were two analyses, one step in each analysis. The first analysis 
performed an eigenvalue buckling analysis on the member. This facilitated the introduction of 
geometric imperfection, i.e., initial out-of-straightness, to the member. The fundamental buckling 
modes of the un-strengthened and strengthened specimens are shown in Figure 6.16. 
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(a) Un-strengthened model - 1524 mm (b) Strengthened model - 1524 mm 
(c) Un-strengthened model - 762 mm (d) Strengthened model - 762 mm 
Figure 6.16. Fundamental Buckling Modes of Finite Element Models of Test Specimens 
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In the second analysis, an imperfection in the geometry was added to the straight member using 
results of the first analysis. For main leg members, L/400 was used as initial out-of-straightness 
as per recommendation given by Timoshenko and Gere [1961]. Using modified static Riks 
method, a geometrically non-linear load-displacement analysis of the models containing the 
imperfection was performed. 
The result of this second analysis was the load magnitude parameter X, which results in the 
actual load XPN if multiplied by the applied load during analysis. Example of ABAQUS input files 
for 1524 mm long finite element models, RF60-B2 and RF60-W1, are shown in Appendix F. 
The Von Mises stress contour diagram and deflected shape of 1524 mm long test specimens 
(RF60 and RF60-B4) and 762 mm long test specimens (RF30 and RF30-W1), are shown in 
Figures 6.17 and 6.18, respectively. 
6.4.4 Analysis Results 
The results of finite element analysis of 1524 mm and 762 mm long test specimens are shown in 
Tables 6.33 and 6.34, respectively. For the purpose of comparison, the results from experimental 
investigation are also displayed on the same Tables. From Table 6.33, it can be concluded that 
the failure loads obtained from finite element analysis are comparable to those obtained from 
experimental investigation, with difference ranging from 0.5% to 4.9%. The maximum difference 
in strength increase percentage between finite element results and experimental results are 9%. 
From Table 6.34, it is also shown that the failure loads obtained from finite element analysis are 
comparable with those obtained from experimental investigation. Thus, the finite element models 
can be used to simulate the behaviour of solid round steel test specimens, either un-strengthened 
or strengthened with split pipes, to obtain their compressive failure loads. 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
From experimental investigation and finite element simulation described in Sections 6.2 to 6.4, 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Based on the experimental investigation and finite element analysis, the percentage increase 
of compressive strength of solid round strengthened with 1372 mm long split pipes (RF60-B1) 
was 18%> and 19%, respectively. In comparison, the percentage increase of compressive 
strength of solid round strengthened with 610 mm long split pipes (RF60-B4) was 15% and 
12%), based on experimental investigation and finite element analysis, respectively. To be on 
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(a) 1524 mm long un-strengthened model of test specimen (RF60) 
(b) 1524 mm long model of test specimen strengthened with 610 mm long split pipes (RF60-B4) 
Figure 6.17. Von Mises Stress Contour Diagram and Deflected Shape of Test Specimens 
RF60 and RF60-B4 
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(a) 752 mm long un-strengthened model of test specimen (RF30) 
(b) 762 mm long model strengthened with split pipes connected with stitch weld (RF30-W1) 
Figure 6.18. Von Mises Stress Contour Diagram and Deflected Shape of Test Specimens 
RF30 and RF30-W1 
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Table 6.33. Comparison of Failure Loads for 1524 mm Long Test Specimens Obtained 
















































1 0 % 
4 9% 
2 3% 
Table 6.34. Comparison of Failure Loads for 762 mm Long Test Specimens Obtained from 












































5 1 % 
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the conservative side, it is recommended to use strengthening members along the entire leg 
member. 
2. Results from both experimental investigation and finite element analysis show that end welds 
increase the strength of strengthened leg member, for both 1524 mm and 762 mm long test 
specimens. Therefore, whenever possible to do, end welds are recommended to be used in 
addition to U-bolts to connect the strengthening members to the main member. 
3. For 1524 mm long test specimens, connecting the strengthening members using stitch weld 
results in comparable results with failure loads of specimens connected with U-bolts only. 
However, for stocky 762 mm long test specimens with stitch weld connection, the additional 
strength is increased significantly. Therefore, for solid rounds with compressive failure load 
almost reaching the load obtained from direct stress, stitch welds are preferable to U-bolts or 
tabs connection. There is only slight increase of strength for 762 mm long solid round test 
specimens with U-bolts and tabs connections, as confirmed by experimental investigation 
and finite element analysis. 
4. The finite element models discussed in Section 6.4 can be used by tower design engineers to 
simulate the failure loads of solid round steel members, either un-strengthened or 
strengthened with split pipes. As per requirements of CSA S37-01 [CSA 2001] and CSA 
S16-09, nominal yield strength has to be used instead of the value obtained from mill test 
certificates. In addition, to be on conservative side, it is recommended that imperfection of 
L/250, which is the permissible variation in straightness for bars as per the CISC Handbook 
of Steel Construction [CISC 2010], be used instead of L/400. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONTRIBUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
This research contributes applicable knowledge in the field of communication tower industry. The 
author had authored/co-authored the following refereed publications related to the research as 
follows: 
1. Dynamic load amplification factors of guy wires in a communication tower due to sudden 
rupture of one guy wire [Dostatni et al. 2010]. 
2. Retrofitting of masts of guyed lattice communication tower [Madugula et al. 2007]. 
3. Prying action in bolted steel circular flange connections [Kumalasari et al. 2006a]. 
4. Compressive strength of solid round steel members strengthened with rods or angles 
[Kumalasari et al. 2006b]. 
5. Strengthening of lattice communication towers with rods and angles [Kumalasari et al. 
2005a]. 
6. Tensile strength of bolted ring-type connections of solid round leg members of guyed 
communication towers [Kumalasari et al. 2005b]. 
Throughout the duration of the research, the following research reports had been submitted to 
Electronics Research Inc., Chandler, Indiana, USA: 
1. Results of additional compressive strength tests on solid round steel members reinforced with 
split pipes [Madugula and Kumalasari 2007]. 
2. Compressive strength of solid round steel members reinforced with split pipes [Madugula and 
Kumalasari 2006a]. 
3. Experimental investigation of load amplification factors due to sudden guy rupture and guy 
slippage [Madugula and Kumalasari 2006b]. 
4. Experimental investigation of dynamic amplification factors due to sudden guy rupture 
[Madugula and Kumalasari 2005]. 
5. Yield and failure loads of bolted flange connections subjected to axial tension [Madugula and 
Kumalasari 2004]. 
6. Compressive strength of solid round steel members reinforced with rods/angles [Madugula et 
al. 2004a]. 
7. Tensile strength of bolted ring-type connections of solid round leg members [Madugula et al. 
2004b]. 
8. Prying action in bolted steel circular flange connections [Madugula et al. 2004c]. 
9. Design of bolted connections subjected to flexural tension [Madugula et al. 2004d]. 
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10. Strength of solid round steel leg members reinforced with split pipe [Madugula et al. 2004e]. 
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
For future research, the following recommendations are made: 
1. Further research on the effect of sudden guy rupture on guyed towers, by conducting 
experimental investigation on small-scale guyed tower test specimens with wind loading and 
masses as tower appurtenances. A study on the effect of temperature variations is also 
suggested. 
2. Further study on the effect of sudden guy slippage, by conducting experimental investigation 
on small-scale and step-by-step stacking of tower sections to simulate actual erection of 
guyed towers, with and without wind loading. 
3. Study the effect of eccentricity on bolted ring-type test specimens, by conducting 
experimental investigation on whole tower section to find the contribution of horizontals and 
diagonals on the capacity of the connection. In addition, the study of the effect of bolt length 
and length of the leg member on such connection is also suggested 
4. Study the prying action on bolted triangular splice connections subjected to tensile load, and 
on bolted circular splice connection subjected to bending moment (which is encountered on 
monopole splices). 
5. Further research and parametric study on strengthening of existing tower legs and diagonals 
are suggested, e.g., determination of compressive loads of hollow structural section tower 
legs strengthened with concrete and steel rebar. In addition, research on strengthening of 
monopoles is also suggested. 
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APPENDIX A 
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM STRESS IN LOAD CELL RING 
Ring dimensions (refer to Figure A1): 
Outside diameter, OD = 37.6 mm 
Inside diameter, ID = 24.9 mm 
Wall thickness, t = 6.35 mm = 0.25 in. 
Thickness, b = 6.3 mm = 0.248 in. 
Average radius: 
„ __ 37.6 + 24.9 
R = 0.5 x 
2 
= 15.6 mm = 0.615 in. 




Figure A1. Ring Dimensions 
Aluminum properties: 
Young's modulus, E = 70 GPa = 10.2 x 106 psi 
Yield strength = 95 MPa = 13.8 ksi 
Calculation based on Table 9.2 (page 314) of Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain 
[Young and Budynas 2002] (refer to Figure A2): 
W = applied load = 445 N (100 lb) 
h = distance from centroidal axis to neutral 
axis measured toward centre of 
curvature = 0 
a = —-> for thick ring 
R 
15.6 
k 2 = 1 - a = 1-0 = 1 
Figure A2. Load Applied to Ring 
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Maximum positive moment (at point A): 
MA =0.3183WRk2 
= 0.3183 (-100) (0.615) (1) = -19.6 Ib-in (governs) 
Maximum negative moment (at point B): 
MB =-(0.5-0.3183 k2)WR 
= - (0.5 - 0.3183 (1)) (-100) (0.615) = 11.2 Ib-in 
Maximum stress: 
M 1 
M A *y M A X 2 19.6x0.125 o- = —-—- = — = 
1 — xbx t 3 —x0.248x0.253 
12 12 
= 7 587 psi < 13 800 psi -> OK 




CALIBRATION OF LOAD CELLS 
Table B1. Load Cells Calibration 
Load 
N (lb) #1 #2 
Strain readings of load cell (u) 
#3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 #8 #9 
0(0) 
4 45 (1 00) 
48 9(11 0) 
93 4 (21 0) 
138(31 0) 
182 (41 0) 
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Figure B9. Load-strain Curve for Load Cell # 9 
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APPENDIX C 
ABAQUS INPUT FILE FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF GUY WIRE RUPTURE 
"HEADING 
Guy rupture model - 3 level 
Unit N, m, s 
Rupture on G1 -1 
G3 at level 5 
G2 at level 2 
G1 at level 1 
Tower 25 
Initial tension 100 lb 
*NODE 
10, 0, 0, 0 
20, 0, 0, 0 3 
30, 0, 0, 0 6 
40, 0, 0, 1 5 
50, 0, 0, 2 2 
*NODE, NSET = cable-end 
101,-1 2, 0,0 
102,-1 2,0,0 
103, -1 2, 0, 0 
104,0 6, 1 0392,0 
105,0 6, 1 0392,0 
106,0 6, 1 0392,0 
107,0 6,-1 0392,0 
108,0 6, -1 0392,0 
109,0 6,-1 0392,0 
*NODE 
1101,0,0, 0 3 
1102,0,0,0 6 
1103,0,0, 1 5 
1104,0,0, 0 3 
1105,0,0, 0 6 
1106,0,0, 1 5 
1107,0,0,0 3 
1108,0,0,0 6 
1109,0,0, 1 5 
*NGEN, NSET = mast 
10, 20, 2 
20, 30, 2 
30, 40, 2 
40, 50, 2 
*NGEN, NSET = guy 
101, 1101, 100 
102, 1102, 100 
103, 1103, 100 
104, 1104, 100 
105, 1105, 100 
106, 1106, 100 
107, 1107, 100 
108, 1108, 100 
109, 1109, 100 
'ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
10, 10, 12 
*ELGEN, ELSET = mast 
10, 20, 2, 2 




•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy2-dir1 
102, 102,302 
902, 902, 30 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy3-dir1 
103, 103,303 
903, 903, 40 
*ELGEN, ELSET = guy1 
101,3,3,3,4,200,200 
*ELGEN, ELSET = guy2 
102,3,3,3,4,200,200 
*ELGEN, ELSET = guy3 
103, 3, 3, 3, 4, 200, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir1, GENERATE 
101,901,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir1, GENERATE 
102, 902, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir1, GENERATE 
103, 903, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir2, GENERATE 
104, 904, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir2, GENERATE 
105,905,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir2, GENERATE 
106, 906, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir3 GENERATE 
107, 907, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir3, GENERATE 
108,908,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir3, GENERATE 
109, 909, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
904, 904, 20 
905, 905, 30 
906, 906, 40 
907, 907, 20 
908, 908, 30 
909, 909, 40 
•ELSET, ELSET = cbl-rel, GENERATE 
901,909 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 1, GENERATE 
901,907, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2, GENERATE 
902, 908, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3, GENERATE 
903, 909, 3 
•RELEASE 
cbl-rel, S2, M1-M2 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT =101, NODE = 201 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 102, NODE = 202 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 103, NODE = 203 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 104, NODE = 204 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 105, NODE = 205 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 106, NODE = 206 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 107, NODE = 207 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 108, NODE = 208 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 109, NODE = 209 
•NSET, NSET = pret, GENERATE 
201,209 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir1 
201 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir1 
172 
202 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir1 
203 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir2 
204 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir2 
205 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir2 
206 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir3 
207 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir3 
208 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir3 
209 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 
guy1,guy2, guy3 
•NSET, NSET = coor, GENERATE 
901, 909 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = mast, DENSITY = 7850 
0 000161, 0 00000000708, 0, 0 00000000708, 0 0000000142 
0,-1, 0 
200000000000, 77000000000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guyl, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy2, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy3, DENSITY = 7850 






•NSET, NSET = n-all 
guy, mast 







pret, 1,44 48 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 








mast, GRAV, 9 81, 0,0,-1 
guy, GRAV, 9 81,0,0,-1 
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•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•CLOAD, OP = NEW 
guy1-dir1, 1,444 8 
guy2-dir1, 1, 444 8 
guy3-dir1, 1,444 8 
guy1-dir2, 1,444 8 
guy2-dir2, 1,444 8 
guy3-dir2, 1,444 8 
guy1-dir3, 1,444 8 
guy2-dir3, 1,444 8 
guy3-dir3, 1, 444 8 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







0 001, 1,0 00001, 1 
•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW 
10, 1,3 
10,6,6 
cable-end, 1, 3 
•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW, FIXED 
pret, 1, 1 
•NODE PRINT 
COORD 
*EL PRINT, ELSET = guy1-dir1 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 




•AMPLITUDE, NAME = remove 
0,0,0 01, 1 
********************** 
•STEP, NLGEOM 
(5) Guy rupture -1 
•STATIC 
0 001,0 01 
•MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE 
guy1-dir1 
•CLOAD, AMPLITUDE = remove 
20, 1,-431 563747253965 
20,3,-107 962126808968 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
174 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 




•STEP, NLGEOM, INC = 250 
(6) Guy rupture - 2 
•DYNAMIC, HAFTOL = 20000 
0 01, 10, 0 000001, 1 
•CLOAD 
20, 1,0 
20, 3, 0 
•OUTPUT, HISTORY, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
A 
•ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
A 





ABAQUS INPUT FILES TO DETERMINE THE LOAD AMPLIFICATION 
FACTORS USING EUROCODE METHOD 
D1. ABAQUS Input Files with One Guy Wire Removed 
•HEADING 
Guy rupture model - 3 level 
Unit N, m, s 
Rupture on G1 
Tower 25 
G3 at level 5 
G2 at level 2 
G1 at level 1 
Initial tension 50 lb 
•NODE 
10, 0, 0, 0 
20, 0, 0, 0 3 
30, 0, 0, 0 6 
40, 0, 0, 1 5 
50, 0, 0, 2 2 
•NODE, NSET = cable-end 
101,-1 2,0, 0 
102, -1 2, 0, 0 
103, -1 2, 0, 0 
104,0 6, 1 0392,0 
105,0 6, 10392,0 
106,0 6, 1 0392,0 
107,0 6,-1 0392,0 
108,0 6,-1 0392,0 
109,0 6,-1 0392,0 
•NODE 
1101,0,0,03 
1102,0,0 ,0 6 
1103,0,0, 1 5 
1104,0,0 ,0 3 
1105,0,0 ,0 6 
1106,0,0, 1 5 
1107,0,0 ,0 3 
1108,0,0,0 6 
1109,0,0, 1 5 
*NGEN, NSET = mast 
10,20,2 
20, 30, 2 
30, 40, 2 
40, 50, 2 
*NGEN, NSET = guy 
101, 1101,100 
102, 1102, 100 
103, 1103,100 
104, 1104, 100 
105, 1105, 100 
106, 1106, 100 
107, 1107, 100 
108, 1108, 100 
109, 1109, 100 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
10, 10, 12 
•ELGEN, ELSET = mast 
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10, 20, 2, 2 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy1-dir1 
101, 101,301 
901,901,20 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy2-dir1 
102, 102,302 
902, 902, 30 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy3-dir1 
103, 103,303 
903, 903, 40 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guyl 
101,3,3,3,4,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET =guy2 
102, 3, 3, 3, 4, 200, 200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy3 
103, 3 ,3 ,3 ,4 ,200 ,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir1, GENERATE 
101,901,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir1, GENERATE 
102,902,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir1, GENERATE 
103,903,200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
904, 904, 20 
905, 905, 30 
906, 906, 40 
907, 907, 20 
908, 908, 30 
909, 909, 40 
•ELSET, ELSET = cbl-rel, GENERATE 
901, 909 
•ELSET, ELSET = guyl, GENERATE 
901,907,3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2, GENERATE 
902, 908, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3, GENERATE 
903, 909, 3 
•RELEASE 
cbl-rel, S2.M1-M2 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT =101, NODE = 201 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 102, NODE = 202 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 103, NODE = 203 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 104, NODE = 204 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 105, NODE = 205 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 106, NODE = 206 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 107, NODE = 207 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 108, NODE = 208 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 109, NODE = 209 
•NSET, NSET = pret, GENERATE 
201,209 
•NSET, NSET = guyl, GENERATE 
201,207,3 
•NSET, NSET = guy2, GENERATE 
202, 208, 3 
•NSET, NSET = guy3, GENERATE 
203, 209, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 
guyl, guy2, guy3 
•NSET, NSET = coor, GENERATE 
901,909 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = mast, DENSITY = 7850 




•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guyl, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy2, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy3, DENSITY = 7850 




10, 6, 6 
cable-end, ENCASTRE 
•NSET, NSET = n-all 
guy, mast 







pret, 1,22 24 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 








mast, GRAV, 9 81,0, 0,-1 
guy, GRAV, 9 81,0, 0,-1 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•CLOAD, OP = NEW 
guyl, 1,222 4 
guy2, 1,222 4 
guy3, 1,222 4 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW 
10, 1,3 
10,6,6 
cable-end, 1, 3 




*EL PRINT, ELSET = guy1 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 





(5) Guy rupture -1 
•STATIC 
0.1, 1, ,0.1 
•MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE 
guyl 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 










•OUTPUT, HISTORY, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 
•ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 
•ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•ENDSTEP 
D2. ABAQUS Input Files with Three Guy Wires Removed 
•HEADING 
Guy rupture model - 3 level 
Unit N, m, s 
Rupture on G1 
Tower 25 
G3 at level 5 
G2 at level 2 
G1 at level 1 
Initial tension 50 lb 
•NODE 
10, 0, 0, 0 
20, 0, 0, 0 3 
30, 0, 0, 0 6 
40, 0, 0, 1 5 
50, 0, 0, 2 2 
•NODE, NSET = cable-end 
101,-1 2,0,0 
102, -1 2, 0, 0 
103, -1 2, 0, 0 
104,0 6, 1 0392,0 
105,0 6, 1 0392,0 
106,0 6, 1 0392,0 
107,0 6, -1 0392,0 
108,0 6,-1 0392,0 




1103,0,0, 1 5 
1104,0,0,0 3 
1105,0,0,0 6 
1106,0,0, 1 5 
1107,0,0,0 3 
1108,0,0,0 6 
1109,0,0, 1 5 
*NGEN, NSET = mast 
10, 20, 2 
20, 30, 2 
30, 40, 2 
40, 50, 2 
*NGEN, NSET = guy 
101, 1101, 100 
102, 1102, 100 
103, 1103, 100 
104, 1104, 100 
105, 1105, 100 
106, 1106, 100 
107, 1107, 100 
108, 1108, 100 
109, 1109, 100 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
10, 10, 12 
•ELGEN, ELSET = mast 
10,20,2,2 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy1-dir1 
101, 101,301 
901,901,20 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy2-dir1 
102, 102, 302 
902, 902, 30 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy3-dir1 
180 
103, 103, 303 
903, 903, 40 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy1 
101,3,3,3,4,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy2 
102, 3, 3, 3, 4, 200, 200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy3 
103, 3, 3, 3, 4, 200, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir1, GENERATE 
101,901,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir1, GENERATE 
102, 902, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir1, GENERATE 
103, 903, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
904, 904, 20 
905, 905, 30 
906, 906, 40 
907, 907, 20 
908, 908, 30 
909, 909, 40 
•ELSET, ELSET = cbl-rel, GENERATE 
901,909 
•ELSET, ELSET = guyl, GENERATE 
901,907,3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2, GENERATE 
902, 908, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3, GENERATE 
903, 909, 3 
•RELEASE 
cbl-rel, S2, M1-M2 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT =101, NODE = 201 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 102, NODE = 202 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 103, NODE = 203 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 104, NODE = 204 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 105, NODE = 205 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 106, NODE = 206 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 107, NODE = 207 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 108, NODE = 208 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 109, NODE = 209 
•NSET, NSET = pret, GENERATE 
201,209 
•NSET, NSET = guyl, GENERATE 
201,207,3 
•NSET, NSET = guy2, GENERATE 
202, 208, 3 
•NSET, NSET = guy3, GENERATE 
203, 209, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 
guy1,guy2, guy3 
•NSET, NSET = coor, GENERATE 
901,909 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = mast, DENSITY = 7850 
0.000161, 0.00000000708, 0, 0.00000000708, 0.0000000142 
1,0,0 
200000000000, 77000000000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guyl, DENSITY = 7850 
1.9793260902246E-06, 3.11763188566724E-13, 0, 3.11763188566724E-13, 3.11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy2, DENSITY = 7850 
1.9793260902246E-06, 3.11763188566724E-13, 0, 3.11763188566724E-13, 3.11763188566724E-13 
181 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy3, DENSITY = 7850 




10 ,6 ,6 
cable-end, ENCASTRE 
•NSET, NSET = n-all 
guy, mast 







pret, 1,22 24 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 








mast, GRAV, 9 81,0, 0,-1 
guy, GRAV, 9 81,0,0,-1 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•CLOAD, OP = NEW 
guyl, 1,222 4 
guy2, 1,222 4 
guy3, 1,222 4 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW 
10, 1,3 
10, 6, 6 
cable-end, 1, 3 
•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW, FIXED 
182 
pret, 1, 1 
•NODE PRINT 
COORD 
*EL PRINT, ELSET = guy1-dir1 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 





(5) Guy rupture -1 
•STATIC 
0.1, 1, ,0.1 




•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 










•OUTPUT, HISTORY, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 
•ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 





ABAQUS INPUT FILE FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF GUY WIRE SLIPPAGE 
•HEADING 
Guy rupture model - 3 level 
Unit N, m, s 
Rupture on G3 - 7 
G3 at level 7 
G2 at level 6 
G1 at level 5 
Tower 1 
Initial tension 50 lb 
•NODE 
10, 0, 0, 0 
20, 0, 0, 1 5 
30, 0, 0, 1 8 
40, 0, 0, 2 1 
50, 0, 0, 2 2 
•NODE, NSET = cable-end 
101,-1 2, 0, 0 
102, -1 2, 0, 0 
103,-1 2,0,0 
104,0 6, 1 0392,0 
105,0 6, 10392,0 
106,0 6, 10392,0 
107,0 6,-1 0392,0 
108,0 6,-1 0392,0 
109,0 6, -1 0392,0 
•NODE 




1105,0,0, 1 8 
1106,0,0,2 1 
1107,0,0, 1 5 
1108,0,0, 1 8 
1109,0,0,2 1 
*NGEN, NSET = mast 
10, 20, 2 
20, 30, 2 
30, 40, 2 
40, 50, 2 
*NGEN, NSET = guy 
101, 1101, 100 
102, 1102, 100 
103, 1103, 100 
104, 1104, 100 
105, 1105, 100 
106, 1106, 100 
107, 1107, 100 
108, 1108, 100 
109, 1109, 100 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
10, 10, 12 
•ELGEN, ELSET = mast 
10, 20, 2, 2 




•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy2-dir1 
102, 102,302 
902, 902, 30 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31, ELSET = guy3-dir1 
103, 103,303 
903, 903, 40 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy1 
101,3,3,3,4,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy2 
102,3,3,3,4,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = guy3 
103,3,3,3,4,200,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir1, GENERATE 
101,901,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir1, GENERATE 
102,902,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir1, GENERATE 
103,903,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 1-dir2, GENERATE 
104, 904, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir2, GENERATE 
105, 905, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir2, GENERATE 
106, 906, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1-dir3, GENERATE 
107,907,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2-dir3, GENERATE 
108, 908, 200 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3-dir3, GENERATE 
109, 909, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = B31 
904, 904, 20 
905, 905, 30 
906, 906, 40 
907, 907, 20 
908, 908, 30 
909, 909, 40 
•ELSET, ELSET = cbl-rel, GENERATE 
901,909 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy1, GENERATE 
901,907,3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy2, GENERATE 
902, 908, 3 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy3, GENERATE 
903, 909, 3 
•RELEASE 
cbl-rel, S2, M1-M2 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT =101, NODE = 201 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 102, NODE = 202 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 103, NODE = 203 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 104, NODE = 204 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 105, NODE = 205 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 106, NODE = 206 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 107, NODE = 207 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 108, NODE = 208 
•PRE-TENSION SECTION, ELEMENT = 109, NODE = 209 
•NSET, NSET = pret, GENERATE 
201,209 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir1 
201 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir1 
185 
202 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir1 
203 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir2 
204 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir2 
205 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir2 
206 
•NSET, NSET = guy1-dir3 
207 
•NSET, NSET = guy2-dir3 
208 
•NSET, NSET = guy3-dir3 
209 
•ELSET, ELSET = guy 
guyl, guy2, guy3 
•NSET, NSET = coor, GENERATE 
901, 909 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = mast, DENSITY = 7850 
0 000161, 0 00000000708, 0, 0 00000000708, 0 0000000142 
0,-1,0 
200000000000, 77000000000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guyl, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy2, DENSITY = 7850 
1 9793260902246E-06, 3 11763188566724E-13, 0, 3 11763188566724E-13, 3 11763188566724E-13 
165360000000, 63663600000 
•BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET = guy3, DENSITY = 7850 




10, 6, 6 
cable-end, ENCASTRE 
•NSET, NSET = n-all 
guy, mast 







pret, 1,22 24 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 








mast, GRAV, 9 81, 0,0,-1 
guy, GRAV, 9 81,0, 0,-1 
186 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







•CLOAD, OP = NEW 
guy1-dir1, 1,222 4 
guy2-dir1, 1,222 4 
guy3-dir1, 1,222 4 
guy1-dir2, 1,222 4 
guy2-dir2, 1,222 4 
guy3-dir2, 1,222 4 
guy1-dir3, 1,222 4 
guy2-dir3, 1,222 4 
guy3-dir3, 1, 222 4 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 







0 001, 1,0 00001, 1 
•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW 
10, 1,3 
10, 6, 6 
cable-end, 1, 3 
•BOUNDARY, OP = NEW, FIXED 
pret, 1, 1 
•NODE PRINT 
COORD 
*EL PRINT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
COORD 




•STEP, NLGEOM, INC = 250 
(5) Guy slippage 
•DYNAMIC, HAFTOL = 20000 
0 01, 10,0 000001, 1 
•MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE 
103 
•OUTPUT, HISTORY, FREQUENCY = 1 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
A 
•ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET = e-all 
SF 
•OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY = 1 
187 
•NODE OUTPUT, NSET = n-all 
U 
A 





ABAQUS INPUT FILE FOR SOLID ROUND MEMBER STRENGTHENED WITH 
SPLIT PIPES 
F1. Input Files for 1524 Mm Long Test Specimens Strengthened with Split Pipes Connected with (8) 
U-Bolts and End Welding (RF60-B2) 
•HEADING 
Solid round retrofitted with split pipes 
Number of split pipe = 2 
Unit = N-mm 
SR length = 60 in. 
SP length = 54 in. 
SR diameter = 2 in. 
SP OD = 2.875 in. 
SP thickness = 0.276 in. 
Alpha = 78.75 deg 
No of bolts = 8 
Weld length = 0 in. 
Type = b2 
Friction =0.025 
•PARAMETER 
L = 1524 
Modescale = L / 400 
*** 
••DEFINING SOLID ROUND SECTION 
*** 
*** 
•NODE, NSET = centre 
1, 0,0,0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in1-bot 
101,-6.35, 0,0 
137, 6.35, 0, 0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in2-bot 
201,-12.7, 0,0 
237, 12.7, 0, 0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in3-bot 
301,-19.05,0,0 
337, 19.05, 0, 0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-out-bot 
401,-25.4,0,0 
437, 25.4, 0, 0 
*NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-in1-bot 
101, 137, 12, 1, 0,0,0,0, 0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-in2-bot 
201,237,6, 1,0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-in3-bot 
301,337,4, 1,0,0,0,0, 0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-out-bot 
401,437,3, 1,0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in1-bot, NEW SET = sr-in1-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0,0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in2-bot, NEW SET = sr-in2-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0,0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in3-bot, NEW SET = sr-in3-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
189 
0,0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-out-bot, NEW SET = sr-out-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0, 0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NSET, NSET = sr-bot 
centre, sr-in1-bot, sr-m2-bot, sr-in3-bot, sr-out-bot 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-bot, NEW SET = sr-top, CHANGE NUMBER = 240000 
0,0, 1524 
•NFILL, NSET = solid round 
sr-bot, sr-top, 120, 2000 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-centre 
101, 1, 113, 101,2001,2113,2101 
102, 1, 125, 113,2001,2125,2113 
103, 1, 137, 125, 2001, 2137, 2125 
104, 1, 149, 137, 2001, 2149, 2137 
105, 1, 161, 149,2001,2161,2149 
106, 1, 101, 161,2001,2101,2161 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-inside 
201, 101, 207, 201, 2101, 2207, 2201 
202, 101, 113, 207, 2101, 2113, 2207 
203, 113, 213, 207, 2113, 2213, 2207 
204, 113, 219, 213, 2113, 2219, 2213 
205, 113, 125, 219, 2113, 2125, 2219 
206, 125, 225, 219, 2125, 2225, 2219 
207, 125, 231, 225, 2125, 2231, 2225 
208, 137, 231, 125, 2137, 2231, 2125 
209, 137, 237, 231, 2137, 2237, 2231 
210, 137, 243, 237, 2137, 2243, 2237 
211, 137, 149, 243, 2137, 2149, 2243 
212, 149, 249, 243, 2149, 2249, 2243 
213, 149, 255, 249, 2149, 2255, 2249 
214, 149, 161, 255, 2149, 2161, 2255 
215, 161, 261, 255, 2161, 2261, 2255 
216, 161, 267, 261, 2161, 2267, 2261 
217, 101, 267, 161, 2101, 2267, 2161 
218, 101, 201, 267, 2101, 2201, 2267 
301, 201, 305, 301, 2201, 2305, 2301 
302, 201, 207, 305, 2201, 2207, 2305 
303, 207, 309, 305, 2207, 2309, 2305 
304, 207, 213, 309, 2207, 2213, 2309 
305, 213, 313, 309, 2213, 2313, 2309 
306, 213, 317, 313, 2213, 2317, 2313 
307, 213, 219, 317, 2213, 2219, 2317 
308, 219, 321, 317, 2219, 2321, 2317 
309, 321, 219, 225, 2321, 2219, 2225 
310, 225, 325, 321, 2225, 2325, 2321 
311, 225, 329, 325, 2225, 2329, 2325 
312, 225, 231, 329, 2225, 2231, 2329 
313, 231, 333, 329, 2231, 2333, 2329 
314, 237, 333, 231, 2237, 2333, 2231 
315, 237, 337, 333, 2237, 2337, 2333 
316, 237, 341, 337, 2237, 2341, 2337 
317, 237, 243, 341, 2237, 2243, 2341 
318, 243, 345, 341, 2243, 2345, 2341 
319, 243, 249, 345, 2243, 2249, 2345 
320, 249, 349, 345, 2249, 2349, 2345 
321, 249, 353, 349, 2249, 2353, 2349 
322, 249, 255, 353, 2249, 2255, 2353 
323, 255, 357, 353, 2255, 2357, 2353 
324, 357, 255, 261, 2357, 2255, 2261 
190 
325, 261, 361, 357, 2261, 2361, 2357 
326, 261, 365, 361, 2261, 2365, 2361 
327, 261, 267, 365, 2261, 2267, 2365 
328, 267, 369, 365, 2267, 2369, 2365 
329, 201, 369, 267, 2201, 2369, 2267 
330, 201, 301, 369, 2201, 2301, 2369 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-
401, 301, 404, 401, 2301, 2404, 2401 
402, 301, 305, 404, 2301, 2305, 2404 
403, 305, 407, 404, 2305, 2407, 2404 
404, 305, 309, 407, 2305, 2309, 2407 
405, 309, 410, 407, 2309, 2410, 2407 
406, 309, 313, 410, 2309, 2313, 2410 
407, 313, 413, 410, 2313, 2413, 2410 
408, 313, 416, 413, 2313, 2416, 2413 
409, 313, 317, 416, 2313, 2317, 2416 
410, 317, 419, 416, 2317, 2419, 2416 
411, 317, 321, 419, 2317, 2321, 2419 
412, 321, 422, 419, 2321, 2422, 2419 
413, 321, 325, 422, 2321, 2325, 2422 
414, 325, 425, 422, 2325, 2425, 2422 
415, 325, 428, 425, 2325, 2428, 2425 
416, 325, 329, 428, 2325, 2329, 2428 
417, 329, 431, 428, 2329, 2431, 2428 
418, 329, 333, 431, 2329, 2333, 2431 
419, 333, 434, 431, 2333, 2434, 2431 
420, 337, 434, 333, 2337, 2434, 2333 
421, 337, 437, 434, 2337, 2437, 2434 
422, 337, 440, 437, 2337, 2440, 2437 
423, 337, 341, 440, 2337, 2341, 2440 
424, 341, 443, 440, 2341, 2443, 2440 
425, 341, 345, 443, 2341, 2345, 2443 
426, 345, 446, 443, 2345, 2446, 2443 
427, 345, 349, 446, 2345, 2349, 2446 
428, 349, 449, 446, 2349, 2449, 2446 
429, 349, 452, 449, 2349, 2452, 2449 
430, 349, 353, 452, 2349, 2353, 2452 
431, 353, 455, 452, 2353, 2455, 2452 
432, 353, 357, 455, 2353, 2357, 2455 
433, 357, 458, 455, 2357, 2458, 2455 
434, 357, 361, 458, 2357, 2361, 2458 
435, 361, 461, 458, 2361, 2461, 2458 
436, 361, 464, 461, 2361, 2464, 2461 
437, 361, 365, 464, 2361, 2365, 2464 
438, 365, 467, 464, 2365, 2467, 2464 
439, 365, 369, 467, 2365, 2369, 2467 
440, 369, 470, 467, 2369, 2470, 2467 
441, 301, 470, 369, 2301, 2470, 2369 
442, 301, 401, 470, 2301, 2401, 2470 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-centre 
101, 120,2000,2000 
102, 120,2000,2000 
103, 120, 2000, 2000 
104, 120,2000, 2000 
105, 120,2000,2000 
106, 120,2000,2000 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-inside 
201, 120,2000,2000 
202, 120, 2000, 2000 
203, 120, 2000, 2000 
204, 120,2000,2000 
205, 120,2000,2000 
206, 120, 2000, 2000 
207,120,2000,2000 
208, 120, 2000, 2000 
209, 120,2000,2000 
210, 120,2000, 2000 
211, 120,2000, 2000 
212, 120,2000,2000 
213, 120,2000, 2000 
214, 120, 2000, 2000 
215, 120,2000,2000 
216, 120,2000, 2000 
217, 120,2000,2000 
218, 120,2000,2000 
301, 120,2000, 2000 
302, 120, 2000, 2000 
303, 120, 2000, 2000 
304, 120,2000, 2000 
305, 120,2000,2000 
306, 120, 2000, 2000 
307, 120, 2000, 2000 
308, 120, 2000, 2000 
309, 120, 2000, 2000 
310, 120,2000, 2000 
311, 120,2000,2000 
312, 120, 2000, 2000 
313, 120,2000, 2000 
314, 120,2000,2000 
315, 120, 2000, 2000 
316, 120, 2000, 2000 
317, 120, 2000, 2000 
318, 120, 2000, 2000 
319, 120,2000, 2000 
320, 120, 2000, 2000 
321, 120,2000,2000 
322, 120, 2000, 2000 
323, 120, 2000, 2000 
324, 120, 2000, 2000 
325, 120, 2000, 2000 
326, 120, 2000, 2000 
327, 120, 2000, 2000 
328, 120, 2000, 2000 
329, 120, 2000, 2000 
330, 120, 2000, 2000 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-surface 
401, 120,2000,2000 
402, 120, 2000, 2000 
403, 120, 2000, 2000 
404, 120, 2000, 2000 
405, 120, 2000, 2000 
406, 120, 2000, 2000 
407, 120, 2000, 2000 




412, 120, 2000, 2000 
413, 120,2000,2000 






420, 120, 2000, 2000 
421, 120,2000,2000 
422, 120, 2000, 2000 
423, 120, 2000, 2000 
424, 120,2000,2000 
425, 120, 2000, 2000 
426, 120, 2000, 2000 
427, 120,2000,2000 
428, 120, 2000, 2000 
429, 120, 2000, 2000 
430, 120,2000,2000 
431, 120,2000,2000 
432, 120, 2000, 2000 
433, 120,2000,2000 
434, 120, 2000, 2000 
435, 120, 2000, 2000 
436, 120, 2000, 2000 
437, 120,2000,2000 
438, 120,2000,2000 
439, 120, 2000, 2000 
440, 120, 2000, 2000 
441, 120,2000,2000 
442, 120,2000, 2000 


































































































•ELSET, ELSET = solid round 
sr-centre, sr-inside, sr-surface 
•EQUATION 
2 
240401,3, 1,240404, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 





















240425, 3, 1,240428, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240428, 3, 1,240431, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 












240443, 3, 1, 240446, 3, -1 
•EQUATION 
2 
















240461, 3, 1,240464,3, -1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240464, 3, 1, 240467, 3, -1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240467, 3, 1,240470,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240470, 3, 1,240301,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240301, 3, 1,240305,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 


















240329,3, 1,240333, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240333,3, 1,240337, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 






























240207, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 












240237, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240243, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240249, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240255, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240261, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240267, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 






240125, 3, 1 
•EQUATION 
2 






sr-bot, 1, 3 
sr-top, 1,2 
"DEFINING SPLIT PIPE 1 SECTION 
*** 
"Number of section per quarter = 10 
"Number of section of split pipe thickness = 2 
240201,3,-1 
240207, 3, -1 
240213, 3, -1 
240219,3,-1 
240225, 3, -1 
240231,3,-1 
240237, 3, -1 
240243, 3, -1 
240249, 3, -1 
240255, 3, -1 
240261,3,-1 
240267, 3, -1 
240101, 3,-1 
240113,3,-1 
240125, 3, -1 
240137,3,-1 




300001,4 1021, 0,76 2 
•NODE, NSET = sp-in-bot 
300002, -1 65347418915202, 28 9352254209841, 76 2 
300022, -1 65347418915202, -28 9352254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp-in-bot 
300002, 300022, 1, 300001, 4 1021, 0, 76 2, 0, 0, 77 2 
•NODE, NSET = sp-out-bot 
300084, -1 65347418915202, 35 9456254209841, 76 2 
300104, -1 65347418915202, -35 9456254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp-out-bot 
300084, 300104, 1, 300001,4 1021,0, 76 2,0,0,77 2 
•NFILL, NSET = sp-bot 
sp-in-bot, sp-out-bot, 2, 41 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-bot, NEW SET = sp-bot-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-bot-t, NEW SET = bolt-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 200 
0, 0, 6 35 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-1b, NEW SET = bolt-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-1t, NEW SET = bolt-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0, 0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-2b, NEW SET = bolt-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-2t, NEW SET = bolt-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-3b, NEW SET = bolt-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-3t, NEW SET = bolt-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-4b, NEW SET = bolt-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-4t, NEW SET = bolt-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-5b, NEW SET = bolt-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-5t, NEW SET = bolt-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-6b, NEW SET = bolt-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-6t, NEW SET = bolt-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-7b, NEW SET = bolt-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-7t, NEW SET = bolt-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139 7 
198 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-8b, NEW SET = bolt-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt-8t, NEW SET = sp-top-b, CHANGE NUMBER = 200 
0, 0, 6.35 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-top-b, NEW SET = sp-top, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NFILL, NSET = split-pipe-1 
sp-bot, sp-bot-t, 3, 200 
sp-bot-t, bolt-1b, 1,200 
bolt-1b, bolt-1t, 3, 200 
bolt-1t, bolt-2b, 11,200 
bolt-2b, bolt-2t, 3, 200 
bolt-2t, bolt-3b, 11,200 
bolt-3b, bolt-3t, 3, 200 
bolt-3t, bolt-4b, 11,200 
bolt-4b, bolt-4t, 3, 200 
bolt-4t, bolt-5b, 11,200 
bolt-5b, bolt-5t, 3, 200 
bolt-5t, bolt-6b, 11,200 
bolt-6b, bolt-6t, 3, 200 
bolt-6t, bolt-7b, 11,200 
bolt-7b, bolt-7t, 3, 200 
bolt-7t, bolt-8b, 11,200 
bolt-8b, bolt-8t, 3, 200 
bolt-8t, sp-top-b, 1, 200 
sp-top-b, sp-top, 3, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D8 
300002, 300002, 300043, 300044, 300003, 300202, 300243, 300244, 300203 
300042, 300043, 300084, 300085, 300044, 300243, 300284, 300285, 300244 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-in-1 
300002,20, 1, 1, 109, 200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-out-1 
300042,20, 1, 1, 109,200,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe-1 
sp-surface-in-1, sp-surface-out-1 





























"DEFINING SPLIT PIPE 2 SECTION 
*** 
"Number of section per quarter =10 




•NODE, NSET = sp2-in-bot 
400002, 1.65347418915202, 28.9352254209841, 76.2 
400022, 1.65347418915202, -28.9352254209841, 76.2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp2-in-bot 
400002, 400022, 1, 400001, -4.1021, 0, 76.2, 0, 0, -1 
•NODE, NSET = sp2-out-bot 
400084, 1.65347418915202, 35.9456254209841, 76.2 
400104, 1.65347418915202, -35.9456254209841, 76.2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp2-out-bot 
400084, 400104, 1, 400001, -4.1021, 0, 76.2, 0, 0, -1 
•NFILL, NSET = sp2-bot 
sp2-in-bot, sp2-out-bot, 2, 41 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-bot, NEW SET = sp2-bot-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-bot-t, NEW SET = bolt2-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 200 
0, 0, 6.35 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-1b, NEW SET = bolt2-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-1t, NEW SET = bolt2-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139.7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-2b, NEW SET = bolt2-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-2t, NEW SET = bolt2-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0, 0, 139.7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-3b, NEW SET = bolt2-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-3t, NEW SET = bolt2-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139.7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-4b, NEW SET = bolt2-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0, 0, 38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-4t, NEW SET = bolt2-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0, 0, 139.7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-5b, NEW SET = bolt2-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-5t, NEW SET = bolt2-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
0,0, 139.7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = bolt2-6b, NEW SET = bolt2-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
0,0,38.1 
200 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 139 7 
•NCOPY SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 139 7 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 6 35 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET 
0, 0, 38 1 
•NFILL, NSET = split-pipe-2 
sp2-bot, sp2-bot-t, 3, 200 
sp2-bot-t, bolt2-1b, 1,200 
bolt2-1b, bolt2-1t, 3, 200 
bolt2-1t, bolt2-2b, 11,200 
bolt2-2b, bolt2-2t, 3, 200 
bolt2-2t, bolt2-3b, 11,200 
bolt2-3b, bolt2-3t, 3, 200 
bolt2-3t, bolt2-4b, 11,200 
bolt2-4b, bolt2-4t, 3, 200 
bolt2-4t, bolt2-5b, 11,200 
bolt2-5b, bolt2-5t, 3, 200 
bolt2-5t, bolt2-6b, 11,200 
bolt2-6b, bolt2-6t, 3, 200 
bolt2-6t, bolt2-7b, 11,200 
bolt2-7b, bolt2-7t, 3, 200 
bolt2-7t, bolt2-8b, 11,200 
bolt2-8b, bolt2-8t, 3, 200 
bolt2-8t, sp2-top-b, 1, 200 
sp2-top-b, sp2-top, 3, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D8 
400002, 400002, 400003, 400044, 400043, 400202, 400203, 400244, 400243 
400042, 400043, 400044, 400085, 400084, 400243, 400244, 400285, 400284 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-in-2 
400002,20, 1, 1, 109,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-out-2 
400042,20, 1, 1, 109,200,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe-2 
sp-surface-in-2, sp-surface-out-2 














bolt2-6t, NEW SET = bolt2-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
bolt2-7b, NEW SET = bolt2-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
bolt2-7t, NEW SET = bolt2-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 2200 
bolt2-8b, NEW SET = bolt2-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 600 
bolt2-8t, NEW SET = sp2-top-b, CHANGE NUMBER = 200 
















•SURFACE, NAME = sr-surface 
sr-surface 
•SURFACE, NAME = sp-surface-in-1 
sp-surface-in-1 
•SURFACE, NAME = sp-surface-in-2 
sp-surface-in-2 
*** 
•CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION 
sp-surface-in-1, sr-surface 
•CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION 
sp-surface-in-2, sr-surface 
*** 





TIE, bolt-lb, bolt2-1b 
TIE, bolt-1t, bolt2-1t 
TIE, bolt-2b, bolt2-2b 
TIE, bolt-2t, bolt2-2t 
TIE, bolt-3b, bolt2-3b 
TIE, bolt-3t, bolt2-3t 
TIE, bolt-4b, bolt2-4b 
TIE, bolt-4t, bolt2-4t 
TIE, bolt-5b, bolt2-5b 
TIE, bolt-5t, bolt2-5t 
TIE, bolt-6b, bolt2-6b 
TIE, bolt-6t, bolt2-6t 
TIE, bolt-7b, bolt2-7b 
TIE, bolt-7t, bolt2-7t 
TIE, bolt-8b, bolt2-8b 
TIE, bolt-8t, bolt2-8t 
•CONSTRAINT CONTROLS, NO CHECKS 
*** 
•SOLID SECTION, ELSET = solid round, MATERIAL = solid round 
•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe 
split-pipe-1, split-pipe-2 
•SOLID SECTION, ELSET = split-pipe, MATERIAL = split-pipe 
•MATERIAL, NAME = solid round 
•ELASTIC 
200000, 0 3 
•PLASTIC 
414,0 
563, 0 225 
•MATERIAL, NAME = split-pipe 
•ELASTIC 
200000, 0 3 
= slide, SMALL SLIDING 






•ELSET, ELSET = e-all 
split-pipe, solid round 
•NSET, NSET = n-all 





sr-top, P2, 49 3381310347496 
•NODEFILE, MODE = 1 
U 
•END STEP 
Second analysis = Static Riks analysis (on separate input files) 




Applying axial load 
•STATIC, RIKS 
0 1, , , 0 25 
•DLOAD 
sr-top, P2, 49 3381310347496 
•END STEP 
203 
F2. Input Files for 1524 mm Long Test Specimens Strengthened with Split Pipes Connected with 
Stitch Weld (RF60-W1) 
•HEADING 
Solid round retrofitted with split pipes 
Number of split pipe = 2 
Unit = N-mm 
SR length = 60 in 
SP length = 54 in 
SR diameter = 2 in 
SP OD = 2 875 in 
SP thickness = 0 276 in 
Alpha = 78 75 deg 
No of bolts = 0 
Weld length = 2 in 
Type = w1 
Friction = 0 025 
•PARAMETER 
L=1524 
Modescale = L / 400 
*** 
"DEFINING SOLID ROUND SECTION 
*** 
•NODE, NSET = centre 
1,0,0,0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in1-bot 
101,-6 35, 0,0 
137,6 35,0,0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in2-bot 
201,-12 7,0,0 
237, 12 7,0,0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-in3-bot 
301,-19 05, 0,0 
337, 19 05, 0,0 
•NODE, NSET = sr-out-bot 
401,-25 4,0,0 
437, 25 4, 0, 0 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-in1-bot 
101, 137, 12, 1, 0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-in2-bot 
201,237,6, 1,0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-m3-bot 
301,337,4, 1,0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sr-out-bot 
401,437,3, 1,0,0,0,0,0,-1 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in1-bot, NEW SET = sr-in1-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in2-bot, NEW SET = sr-m2-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0, 0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-in3-bot, NEW SET = sr-in3-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0, 0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-out-bot, NEW SET = sr-out-bot, CHANGE NUMBER = 36 
0, 0,0,0,0, 1, 180 
•NSET, NSET = sr-bot 
centre, sr-in1-bot, sr-m2-bot, sr-in3-bot, sr-out-bot 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-bot, NEW SET = sr-top, CHANGE NUMBER = 240000 
204 
0, 0, 1524 
•NFILL, NSET = solid round 
sr-bot, sr-top, 120, 2000 
•NSET, NSET = sr-edge1-b 
419 
•NSET, NSET = sr-edge2-b 
455 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-edge1-b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-1b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-1t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-2b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-2t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-3b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-3t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-4b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-4t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-5b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-5t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-6b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-6t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-7b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-7t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-8b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
205 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-8t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-9b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-9t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET= sr-weld-edge1-10b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge1-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge1-10t, NEW SET = sr-edge1-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76.2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-edge2-b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76.2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-1b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-1t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-2b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-2t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-3b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-3t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-4b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-4t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0,101.6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-5b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-5t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-6b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50.8 




•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-7b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-7t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-8b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-8t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-9b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-9t, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-10b, NEW SET = sr-weld-edge2-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr-weld-edge2-10t, NEW SET = sr-edge2-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NFILL, NSET = sr-weld-1 
sr-weld-edge1-1b, sr-weld-edge1-1t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-2b, sr-weld-edge1-2t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-3b, sr-weld-edge1-3t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-4b, sr-weld-edge1-4t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-5b, sr-weld-edge1-5t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-6b, sr-weld-edge1-6t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-7b, sr-weld-edge1-7t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-8b, sr-weld-edge1-8t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-9b, sr-weld-edge1-9t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge1-10b, sr-weld-edge1-10t, 4, 2000 
•NFILL, NSET = sr-weld-2 
sr-weld-edge2-1b, sr-weld-edge2-1t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-2b, sr-weld-edge2-2t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-3b, sr-weld-edge2-3t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-4b, sr-weld-edge2-4t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-5b, sr-weld-edge2-5t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-6b, sr-weld-edge2-6t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-7b, sr-weld-edge2-7t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-8b, sr-weld-edge2-8t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-9b, sr-weld-edge2-9t, 4, 2000 
sr-weld-edge2-10b, sr-weld-edge2-10t, 4, 2000 
•NSET, NSET = sr2-edge1-b 
422 
•NSET, NSET = sr2-edge2-b 
458 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-edge1-b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-1b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
207 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-1t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-2b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-2t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-3b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-3t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1^lb, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-4b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-4t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-5b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-5t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-6b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-6t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-7b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-7t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-8b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-8t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-9b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
208 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-9t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-10b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge1-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge1-10t, NEW SET = sr2-edge1-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-edge2-b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-1b, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-1b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-1t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-2b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-2t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-3b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-3t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-4b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-4t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-5b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-5t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-6b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-6t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
209 
0 0, 1016 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-7b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-7t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-8b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-8t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-9b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-9t, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 
16000 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-10b, NEW SET = sr2-weld-edge2-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 
8000 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sr2-weld-edge2-10t, NEW SET = sr2-edge2-t, CHANGE NUMBER = 12000 
0, 0, 76 2 
•NFILL, NSET = sr2-weld-1 
sr2-weld-edge1-1b, sr2-weld-edge1-1t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-2b, sr2-weld-edge1-2t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-3b, sr2-weld-edge1-3t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-4b, sr2-weld-edge1-4t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-5b, sr2-weld-edge1-5t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-6b, sr2-weld-edge1-6t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-7b, sr2-weld-edge1-7t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-8b, sr2-weld-edge1-8t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-9b, sr2-weld-edge1-9t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge1-10b, sr2-weld-edge1-10t, 4, 2000 
•NFILL, NSET = sr2-weld-2 
sr2-weld-edge2-1b, sr2-weld-edge2-1t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-2b, sr2-weld-edge2-2t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-3b, sr2-weld-edge2-3t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-4b, sr2-weld-edge2-4t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-5b, sr2-weld-edge2-5t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-6b, sr2-weld-edge2-6t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-7b, sr2-weld-edge2-7t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-8b, sr2-weld-edge2-8t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-9b, sr2-weld-edge2-9t, 4, 2000 
sr2-weld-edge2-10b, sr2-weld-edge2-10t, 4, 2000 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-centre 












•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-inside 
201, 101, 207, 201, 2101, 2207, 2201 
202, 101, 113, 207, 2101, 2113, 2207 
203, 113,213,207,2113,2213,2207 
204, 113, 219, 213, 2113, 2219, 2213 
205, 113, 125,219,2113,2125,2219 
206, 125, 225, 219, 2125, 2225, 2219 
207, 125, 231, 225, 2125, 2231, 2225 
208, 137, 231, 125, 2137, 2231, 2125 
209, 137, 237, 231, 2137, 2237, 2231 
210, 137, 243, 237, 2137, 2243, 2237 
211, 137, 149,243,2137,2149,2243 
212, 149, 249, 243, 2149, 2249, 2243 
213, 149, 255, 249, 2149, 2255, 2249 
214, 149, 161, 255, 2149, 2161, 2255 
215, 161, 261, 255, 2161, 2261, 2255 
216, 161, 267, 261, 2161, 2267, 2261 
217, 101, 267, 161, 2101, 2267, 2161 
218, 101, 201, 267, 2101, 2201, 2267 
301, 201, 305, 301, 2201, 2305, 2301 
302, 201, 207, 305, 2201, 2207, 2305 
303, 207, 309, 305, 2207, 2309, 2305 
304, 207, 213, 309, 2207, 2213, 2309 
305, 213, 313, 309, 2213, 2313, 2309 
306, 213, 317, 313, 2213, 2317, 2313 
307, 213, 219, 317, 2213, 2219, 2317 
308, 219, 321, 317, 2219, 2321, 2317 
309, 321, 219, 225, 2321, 2219, 2225 
310, 225, 325, 321, 2225, 2325, 2321 
311, 225, 329, 325, 2225, 2329, 2325 
312, 225, 231, 329, 2225, 2231, 2329 
313, 231, 333, 329, 2231, 2333, 2329 
314, 237, 333, 231, 2237, 2333, 2231 
315, 237, 337, 333, 2237, 2337, 2333 
316, 237, 341, 337, 2237, 2341, 2337 
317, 237, 243, 341, 2237, 2243, 2341 
318, 243, 345, 341, 2243, 2345, 2341 
319, 243, 249, 345, 2243, 2249, 2345 
320, 249, 349, 345, 2249, 2349, 2345 
321, 249, 353, 349, 2249, 2353, 2349 
322, 249, 255, 353, 2249, 2255, 2353 
323, 255, 357, 353, 2255, 2357, 2353 
324, 357, 255, 261, 2357, 2255, 2261 
325, 261, 361, 357, 2261, 2361, 2357 
326, 261, 365, 361, 2261, 2365, 2361 
327, 261, 267, 365, 2261, 2267, 2365 
328, 267, 369, 365, 2267, 2369, 2365 
329, 201, 369, 267, 2201, 2369, 2267 
330, 201, 301, 369, 2201, 2301, 2369 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D6, ELSET = sr-surface 
401, 301, 404, 401, 2301, 2404, 2401 
402, 301, 305, 404, 2301, 2305, 2404 
403, 305, 407, 404, 2305, 2407, 2404 
404, 305, 309, 407, 2305, 2309, 2407 
405, 309, 410, 407, 2309, 2410, 2407 
406, 309, 313, 410, 2309, 2313, 2410 
407, 313, 413, 410, 2313, 2413, 2410 
408, 313, 416, 413, 2313, 2416, 2413 
409, 313, 317, 416, 2313, 2317, 2416 
410, 317, 419, 416, 2317, 2419, 2416 
411, 317, 321, 419, 2317, 2321, 2419 
412, 321, 422, 419, 2321, 2422, 2419 
211 
413, 321, 325, 422, 2321, 2325, 2422 
414, 325, 425, 422, 2325, 2425, 2422 
415, 325, 428, 425, 2325, 2428, 2425 
416, 325, 329, 428, 2325, 2329, 2428 
417, 329, 431, 428, 2329, 2431, 2428 
418, 329, 333, 431, 2329, 2333, 2431 
419, 333, 434, 431, 2333, 2434, 2431 
420, 337, 434, 333, 2337, 2434, 2333 
421, 337, 437, 434, 2337, 2437, 2434 
422, 337, 440, 437, 2337, 2440, 2437 
423, 337, 341, 440, 2337, 2341, 2440 
424, 341, 443, 440, 2341, 2443, 2440 
425, 341, 345, 443, 2341, 2345, 2443 
426, 345, 446, 443, 2345, 2446, 2443 
427, 345, 349, 446, 2345, 2349, 2446 
428, 349, 449, 446, 2349, 2449, 2446 
429, 349, 452, 449, 2349, 2452, 2449 
430, 349, 353, 452, 2349, 2353, 2452 
431, 353, 455, 452, 2353, 2455, 2452 
432, 353, 357, 455, 2353, 2357, 2455 
433, 357, 458, 455, 2357, 2458, 2455 
434, 357, 361, 458, 2357, 2361, 2458 
435, 361, 461, 458, 2361, 2461, 2458 
436, 361, 464, 461, 2361, 2464, 2461 
437, 361, 365, 464, 2361, 2365, 2464 
438, 365, 467, 464, 2365, 2467, 2464 
439, 365, 369, 467, 2365, 2369, 2467 
440, 369, 470, 467, 2369, 2470, 2467 
441, 301, 470, 369, 2301, 2470, 2369 
442, 301, 401, 470, 2301, 2401, 2470 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-centre 
101, 120,2000,2000 
102, 120,2000,2000 
103, 120, 2000, 2000 
104, 120,2000, 2000 
105, 120, 2000, 2000 
106, 120, 2000, 2000 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-inside 
201, 120,2000,2000 
202, 120, 2000, 2000 
203, 120,2000, 2000 
204, 120, 2000, 2000 
205, 120, 2000, 2000 
206, 120, 2000, 2000 
207, 120,2000,2000 
208, 120,2000,2000 
209, 120, 2000, 2000 
210, 120,2000,2000 
211, 120,2000,2000 
212, 120, 2000, 2000 
213, 120,2000, 2000 
214, 120, 2000, 2000 
215, 120,2000,2000 




302, 120, 2000, 2000 
303, 120,2000,2000 
304, 120,2000,2000 
305, 120, 2000, 2000 
306, 120, 2000, 2000 
307, 120, 2000, 2000 
308, 120,2000, 2000 
309, 120, 2000, 2000 
310, 120,2000,2000 
311, 120,2000, 2000 
312, 120,2000,2000 
313, 120,2000,2000 






320, 120, 2000, 2000 
321, 120,2000,2000 
322, 120,2000,2000 
323, 120, 2000, 2000 
324, 120, 2000, 2000 
325, 120, 2000, 2000 
326, 120,2000,2000 
327, 120, 2000, 2000 
328, 120,2000,2000 
329, 120, 2000, 2000 
330, 120, 2000, 2000 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sr-surface 
401, 120,2000,2000 
402, 120,2000,2000 
403, 120, 2000, 2000 
404, 120,2000,2000 
405, 120, 2000, 2000 
406, 120, 2000, 2000 
407, 120,2000,2000 












420, 120, 2000, 2000 
421, 120,2000,2000 
422, 120,2000,2000 
423, 120, 2000, 2000 
424, 120, 2000, 2000 
425, 120,2000,2000 
426, 120, 2000, 2000 
427, 120,2000,2000 
428, 120, 2000, 2000 
429, 120,2000,2000 




434, 120, 2000, 2000 
435, 120,2000,2000 
436, 120, 2000, 2000 
437, 120,2000,2000 
438, 120,2000,2000 
439, 120, 2000, 2000 
440, 120,2000, 2000 
441, 120,2000, 2000 
442, 120,2000, 2000 

































































































•ELSET, ELSET = solid round 




240401,3, 1,240404, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240404,3, 1,240407, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 









240416, 3, 1,240419,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 






240425, 3, 1,240428,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240428, 3, 1,240431,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240431, 3, 1,240434,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240434, 3, 1,240437,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240437, 3, 1,240440,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240440, 3, 1,240443,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 







































240313, 3, 1,240317,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240317, 3, 1,240321,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240321, 3, 1,240325, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240325, 3, 1, 240329, 3, -1 
•EQUATION 
2 






240337, 3, 1,240341, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240341, 3, 1,240345,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240345, 3, 1,240349, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 










































240249, 3, 1,240255,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240255, 3, 1,240261, 3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240261, 3, 1,240267,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 
240267, 3, 1,240101,3,-1 
•EQUATION 
2 















sr-bot, 1, 3 
sr-top, 1, 2 
*** 
"DEFINING SPLIT PIPE 1 SECTION 
*** 
**Number of section per quarter = 10 
**Number of section of split pipe thickness = 2 
*** 
•NODE 
300001,4 1021,0,76 2 
•NODE, NSET = sp-in-bot 
300002, -1 65347418915202, 28 9352254209841, 76 2 
300022, -1 65347418915202, -28 9352254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp-in-bot 
300002, 300022, 1, 300001, 4 1021, 0, 76 2, 0, 0, 77 2 
•NODE, NSET = sp-out-bot 
300084, -1 65347418915202, 35 9456254209841, 76 2 
300104, -1 65347418915202, -35 9456254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp-out-bot 
300084, 300104, 1, 300001, 4 1021, 0, 76 2, 0, 0, 77 2 
•NFILL, NSET = sp-bot 
sp-in-bot, sp-out-bot, 2, 41 
•NSET, NSET = edge1-1b 
300002, 300043, 300084 
•NSET, NSET = edge2-1b 
300022, 300063, 300104 
218 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-bot, NEW SET = sp-weld-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-1t, NEW SET = sp-weld-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-2b, NEW SET = sp-weld-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-2t, NEW SET = sp-weld-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-3b, NEW SET = sp-weld-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-3t, NEW SET = sp-weld-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-4b, NEW SET = sp-weld-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-4t, NEW SET = sp-weld-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-5b, NEW SET = sp-weld-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-5t, NEW SET = sp-weld-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-6b, NEW SET = sp-weld-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-6t, NEW SET = sp-weld-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-7b, NEW SET = sp-weld-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-7t, NEW SET = sp-weld-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-8b, NEW SET = sp-weld-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-8t, NEW SET = sp-weld-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 1016 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-9b, NEW SET = sp-weld-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-9t, NEW SET = sp-weld-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 1016 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp-weld-10b, NEW SET = sp-weld-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NFILL, NSET = split-pipe-1 
sp-bot, sp-weld-1t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-1t, sp-weld-2b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-2b, sp-weld-2t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-2t, sp-weld-3b, 8, 200 
219 
sp-weld-3b, sp-weld-3t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-3t, sp-weld-4b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-4b, sp-weld-4t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-4t, sp-weld-5b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-5b, sp-weld-5t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-5t, sp-weld-6b, 4, 200 
sp-weld-6b, sp-weld-6t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-6t, sp-weld-7b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-7b, sp-weld-7t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-7t, sp-weld-8b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-8b, sp-weld-8t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-8t, sp-weld-9b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-9b, sp-weld-9t, 4, 200 
sp-weld-9t, sp-weld-10b, 8, 200 
sp-weld-10b, sp-weld-10t, 4, 200 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-1b 
300084 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-1t 
300884 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-2b 
302484 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-2t 
303284 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-3b 
304884 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-3t 
305684 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-4b 
307284 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-4t 
308084 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-5b 
309684 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-5t 
310484 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-6b 
311284 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-6t 
312084 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-7b 
313684 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-7t 
314484 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-8b 
316084 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-8t 
316884 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-9b 
318484 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-9t 
319284 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-10b 
320884 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge1-10t 
321684 
•NFILL, NSET = sp-weld-1 
weld-edge1-1b, weld-edge1-1t, 4, 200 
weld-edge 1-2b, weld-edge 1-2t, 4, 200 
weld-edge 1-3b, weld-edge 1-3t, 4, 200 
weld-edge 1-4b, weld-edge 1-4t, 4, 200 
weld-edge1-5b, weld-edge1-5t, 4, 200 
weld-edge1-6b, weld-edge 1-6t, 4, 200 
weld-edge 1-7b, weld-edge1-7t, 4, 200 
weld-edge1-8b, weld-edge1-8t, 4, 200 
weld-edge 1-9b, weld-edge1-9t, 4, 200 
weld-edge1-10b, weld-edge1-10t, 4, 200 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-1b 
300104 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-1t 
300904 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-2b 
302504 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-2t 
303304 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-3b 
304904 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-3t 
305704 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-4b 
307304 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-4t 
308104 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-5b 
309704 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-5t 
310504 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-6b 
311304 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-6t 
312104 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-7b 
313704 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-7t 
314504 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-8b 
316104 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-8t 
316904 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-9b 
318504 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-9t 
319304 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-10b 
320904 
•NSET, NSET = weld-edge2-10t 
321704 
•NFILL, NSET = sp-weld-2 
weld-edge2-1b, weld-edge2-1t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-2b, weld-edge2-2t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-3b, weld-edge2-3t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-4b, weld-edge2-4t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-5b, weld-edge2-5t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-6b, weld-edge2-6t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-7b, weld-edge2-7t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-8b, weld-edge2-8t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-9b, weld-edge2-9t, 4, 200 
weld-edge2-10b, weld-edge2-10t, 4, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D8 
300002, 300002, 300043, 300044, 300003, 300202, 300243, 300244, 300203 
300042, 300043, 300084, 300085, 300044, 300243, 300284, 300285, 300244 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-in-1 
300002,20, 1,1, 108,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-out-1 
300042,20, 1, 1,108,200,200 
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•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe-1 
sp-surface-in-1, sp-surface-out-1 
*** 
"DEFINING SPLIT PIPE 2 SECTION 
*** 
"Number of section per quarter = 10 
"Number of section of split pipe thickness = 2 
*** 
•NODE 
400001,-4 1021, 0, 76 2 
•NODE, NSET = sp2-m-bot 
400002, 1 65347418915202, 28 9352254209841, 76 2 
400022, 1 65347418915202, -28 9352254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp2-in-bot 
400002, 400022, 1, 400001, -4 1021, 0, 76 2, 0, 0, -1 
•NODE, NSET = sp2-out-bot 
400084, 1 65347418915202, 35 9456254209841, 76 2 
400104, 1 65347418915202, -35 9456254209841, 76 2 
•NGEN, LINE = C, NSET = sp2-out-bot 
400084, 400104, 1, 400001, -4 1021, 0, 76 2, 0, 0, -1 
•NFILL, NSET = sp2-bot 
sp2-m-bot, sp2-out-bot, 2, 41 
•NSET, NSET = sp2-edge1-1b 
400002, 400043, 400084 
•NSET, NSET = sp2-edge2-1b 
400022, 400063, 400104 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-bot, NEW SET = sp2-weld-1t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-1t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-2b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-2b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-2t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-2t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-3b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-3b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-3t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-3t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-4b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-4b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-4t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-4t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-5b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-5b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-5t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-5t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-6b, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-6b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-6t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-6t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-7b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 1016 
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•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-7b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-7t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-7t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-8b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0,0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-8b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-8t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-8t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-9b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-9b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-9t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-9t, NEW SET = sp2-weld-10b, CHANGE NUMBER = 1600 
0, 0, 101 6 
•NCOPY, SHIFT, OLD SET = sp2-weld-10b, NEW SET = sp2-weld-10t, CHANGE NUMBER = 800 
0, 0, 50 8 
•NFILL, NSET = split-pipe-2 
sp2-bot, sp2-weld-1t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-1t, sp2-weld-2b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-2b, sp2-weld-2t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-2t, sp2-weld-3b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-3b, sp2-weld-3t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-3t, sp2-weld-4b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-4b, sp2-weld-4t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-4t, sp2-weld-5b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-5b, sp2-weld-5t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-5t, sp2-weld-6b, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-6b, sp2-weld-6t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-6t, sp2-weld-7b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-7b, sp2-weld-7t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-7t, sp2-weld-8b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-8b, sp2-weld-8t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-8t, sp2-weld-9b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-9b, sp2-weld-9t, 4, 200 
sp2-weld-9t, sp2-weld-10b, 8, 200 
sp2-weld-10b, sp2-weld-10t, 4, 200 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-1b 
400084 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-1t 
400884 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-2b 
402484 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-2t 
403284 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-3b 
404884 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-3t 
405684 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-4b 
407284 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-4t 
408084 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-5b 
409684 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-5t 
410484 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-6b 
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411284 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-6t 
412084 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-7b 
413684 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-7t 
414484 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-8b 
416084 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-8t 
416884 
•NSET, NSET= weld2-edge1-9b 
418484 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-9t 
419284 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-10b 
420884 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge1-10t 
421684 
•NFILL, NSET =sp2-weld-1 
weld2-edge1-1b, weld2-edge1-1t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-2b, weld2-edge1-2t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-3b, weld2-edge1-3t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-4b, weld2-edge1-4t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-5b, weld2-edge1-5t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-6b, weld2-edge1-6t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-7b, weld2-edge1-7t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-8b, weld2-edge1-8t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-9b, weld2-edge1-9t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge1-10b, weld2-edge1-10t, 4, 200 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-1b 
400104 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-1t 
400904 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-2b 
402504 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-2t 
403304 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-3b 
404904 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-3t 
405704 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-4b 
407304 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-4t 
408104 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-5b 
409704 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-5t 
410504 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-6b 
411304 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-6t 
412104 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-7b 
413704 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-7t 
414504 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-8b 
416104 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-8t 
416904 
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•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-9b 
418504 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-9t 
419304 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-10b 
420904 
•NSET, NSET = weld2-edge2-10t 
421704 
•NFILL, NSET = sp2-weld-2 
weld2-edge2-1b, weld2-edge2-1t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-2b, weld2-edge2-2t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-3b, weld2-edge2-3t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-4b, weld2-edge2-4t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-5b, weld2-edge2-5t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-6b, weld2-edge2-6t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-7b, weld2-edge2-7t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-8b, weld2-edge2-8t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-9b, weld2-edge2-9t, 4, 200 
weld2-edge2-10b, weld2-edge2-10t, 4, 200 
•ELEMENT, TYPE = C3D8 
400002, 400002, 400003, 400044, 400043, 400202, 400203, 400244, 400243 
400042, 400043, 400044, 400085, 400084, 400243, 400244, 400285, 400284 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-in-2 
400002, 20, 1, 1, 108,200,200 
•ELGEN, ELSET = sp-surface-out-2 
400042, 20, 1, 1, 108,200,200 
•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe-2 
sp-surface-in-2, sp-surface-out-2 
*** 
•SURFACE, NAME = solid round 
solid round 
•SURFACE, NAME = sp-surface-in-1 
sp-surface-in-1 
•SURFACE, NAME = sp-surface-in-2 
sp-surface-in-2 
*** 
•CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION 
sp-surface-in-1, solid round 
•CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION 
sp-surface-in-2, solid round 
*** 





TIE, sr-weld-edge1-1b, weld-edge 1-1b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-1t, weld-edge1-1t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-2b, weld-edge1-2b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-2t, weld-edge1-2t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-3b, weld-edge1-3b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-3t, weld-edge1-3t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-4b, weld-edge1-4b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-4t, weld-edge1-4t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-5b, weld-edge1-5b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-5t, weld-edge1-5t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-6b, weld-edge1-6b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-6t, weld-edge1-6t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-7b, weld-edge1-7b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-7t, weld-edge1-7t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-8b, weld-edge1-8b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-8t, weld-edge1-8t 
= slide, SMALL SLIDING 
= slide, SMALL SLIDING 
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TIE, sr-weld-edge1-9b, weld-edge1-9b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-9t, weld-edge1-9t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-10b, weld-edge1-10b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge1-10t, weld-edge1-10t 
*MPC 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-1b, weld2-edge1-1b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-1t, weld2-edge1-1t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-2b, weld2-edge1-2b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-2t, weld2-edge1-2t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-3b, weld2-edge1-3b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-3t, weld2-edge1-3t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-4b, weld2-edge1-4b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge 1-4t, weld2-edge1-4t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-5b, weld2-edge1-5b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-5t, weld2-edge1-5t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-6b, weld2-edge1-6b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-6t, weld2-edge1-6t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-7b, weld2-edge1-7b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-7t, weld2-edge1-7t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-8b, weld2-edge1-8b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-8t, weld2-edge1-8t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-9b, weld2-edge1-9b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-9t, weld2-edge1-9t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-10b, weld2-edge1-10b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge1-10t, weld2-edge1-10t 
*MPC 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-1b, weld-edge2-1b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-1t, weld-edge2-1t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-2b, weld-edge2-2b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-2t, weld-edge2-2t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-3b, weld-edge2-3b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-3t, weld-edge2-3t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-4b, weld-edge2-4b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-4t, weld-edge2-4t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-5b, weld-edge2-5b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-5t, weld-edge2-5t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-6b, weld-edge2-6b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-6t, weld-edge2-6t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-7b, weld-edge2-7b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-7t, weld-edge2-7t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-8b, weld-edge2-8b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-8t, weld-edge2-8t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-9b, weld-edge2-9b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-9t, weld-edge2-9t 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-10b, weld-edge2-10b 
TIE, sr-weld-edge2-10t, weld-edge2-10t 
*MPC 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-1b, weld2-edge2-1b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-1t, weld2-edge2-1t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-2b, weld2-edge2-2b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-2t, weld2-edge2-2t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-3b, weld2-edge2-3b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-3t, weld2-edge2-3t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-4b, weld2-edge2-4b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-4t, weld2-edge2-4t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-5b, weld2-edge2-5b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-5t, weld2-edge2-5t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-6b, weld2-edge2-6b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-6t, weld2-edge2-6t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-7b, weld2-edge2-7b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-7t, weld2-edge2-7t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-8b, weld2-edge2-8b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-8t, weld2-edge2-8t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-9b, weld2-edge2-9b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-9t, weld2-edge2-9t 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-10b, weld2-edge2-10b 
TIE, sr2-weld-edge2-10t, weld2-edge2-10t 
•CONSTRAINT CONTROLS, NO CHECKS 
*** 
•SOLID SECTION, ELSET = solid round, MATERIAL = solid round 
•ELSET, ELSET = split-pipe 
split-pipe-1, split-pipe-2 
•SOLID SECTION, ELSET = split-pipe, MATERIAL = split-pipe 













•ELSET, ELSET = e-all 
split-pipe, solid round 
•NSET, NSET = n-all 





sr-top, P2, 49.3381310347496 
•NODEFILE, MODE = 1 
U 
•END STEP 
•Second analysis = Static Riks analysis (on separate input files) 
*** 
*** 
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